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Introduction
The vast majority of known proteins have not yet been experimentally charac-
terized and little is known about their function. The design and implementation
of computational tools can provide insight into the function of proteins based on
their sequence, their structure, their evolutionary history and their association
with other proteins.
Knowledge of the three-dimensional (3D) structure of a protein can lead to
a deep understanding of its mode of action and interaction, but currently the
structures of <1% of sequences have been experimentally solved. For this rea-
son, it became urgent to develop new methods that are able to computationally
extract relevant information from protein sequence and structure. The starting
point of my work has been the study of the properties of contacts between protein
residues, since they constrain protein folding and characterize diﬀerent protein
structures. Prediction of residue contacts in proteins is an interesting problem
whose solution may be useful in protein folding recognition and de novo design.
The prediction of these contacts requires the study of the protein inter-residue
distances related to the speciﬁc type of amino acid pair that are encoded in the
so-called contact map. An interesting new way of analyzing those structures came
out when network studies were introduced, with pivotal papers demonstrating
that protein contact networks also exhibit small-world behavior. In order to high-
light constraints for the prediction of protein contact maps and for applications
in the ﬁeld of protein structure prediction and/or reconstruction from experi-
mentally determined contact maps, I studied to which extent the characteristic
path length and clustering coeﬃcient of the protein contacts network are values
that reveal characteristic features of protein contact maps.
Provided that residue contacts are known for a protein sequence, the major
features of its 3D structure could be deduced by combining this knowledge with
correctly predicted motifs of secondary structure. In the second part of my work I
focused on a particular protein structural motif, the coiled-coil, known to mediate
a variety of fundamental biological interactions. Coiled-coils are found in a va-
riety of structural forms and in a wide range of proteins including, for example,
small units such as leucine zippers that drive the dimerization of many tran-
scription factors or more complex structures such as the family of viral proteins
responsible for virus-host membrane fusion. The coiled-coil structural motif is
estimated to account for 5-10% of the protein sequences in the various genomes.
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Given their biological importance, in my work I introduced a Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) that exploits the evolutionary information derived from multiple
sequence alignments, to predict coiled-coil regions and to discriminate coiled-coil
sequences. The results indicate that the new HMM outperforms all the existing
programs and can be adopted for the coiled-coil prediction and for large-scale
genome annotation.
Genome annotation is a key issue in modern computational biology, being
the starting point towards the understanding of the complex processes involved
in biological networks. The rapid growth in the number of protein sequences
and structures available poses new fundamental problems that still deserve an
interpretation. Nevertheless, these data are at the basis of the design of new
strategies for tackling problems such as the prediction of protein structure and
function. Experimental determination of the functions of all these proteins would
be a hugely time-consuming and costly task and, in most instances, has not been
carried out. As an example, currently, approximately only 20% of annotated pro-
teins in the Homo sapiens genome have been experimentally characterized. A
commonly adopted procedure for annotating protein sequences relies on the “in-
heritance through homology” based on the notion that similar sequences share
similar functions and structures. This procedure consists in the assignment of
sequences to a speciﬁc group of functionally related sequences which had been
grouped through clustering techniques. The clustering procedure is based on
suitable similarity rules, since predicting protein structure and function from se-
quence largely depends on the value of sequence identity. However, additional
levels of complexity are due to multi-domain proteins, to proteins that share
common domains but that do not necessarily share the same function, to the
ﬁnding that diﬀerent combinations of shared domains can lead to diﬀerent bio-
logical roles. In the last part of this study I developed and validate a system that
contributes to sequence annotation by taking advantage of a validated transfer
through inheritance procedure of the molecular functions and of the structural
templates. After a cross-genome comparison with the BLAST program, clusters
were built on the basis of two stringent constraints on sequence identity and cov-
erage of the alignment. The adopted measure explicity answers to the problem
of multi-domain proteins annotation and allows a ﬁne grain division of the whole
set of proteomes used, that ensures cluster homogeneity in terms of sequence
length. A high level of coverage of structure templates on the length of protein
sequences within clusters ensures that multi-domain proteins when present can
be templates for sequences of similar length. This annotation procedure includes
the possibility of reliably transferring statistically validated functions and struc-
tures to sequences considering information available in the present data bases of
molecular functions and structures.
All the projects of this thesis have been developed in the Bologna Biocomput-
ing Group under the direction of Prof. Rita Casadio and the supervision of Dr.
Piero Fariselli and Dr. Pier Luigi Martelli.
Chapter 1
Proteins, proteomes and genomes
1.1 From genome to proteome
The genome of an organism is its whole hereditary information and it is encoded
in the DNA. The total amount of genetic information per cell, namely the se-
quence of nucleotides of DNA, is nearly constant for all members of a species but
it varies widely between species (Table 1.1). Diﬀerent pattern of proteins also
characterize diﬀerent cells, therefore the amount of protein sequence information
in a cell, cannot be estimated from the genome size.
1.1.1 Nucleic acids
Nucleotides are the subunits of DNA. A nucleotide consists of a nitrogenous het-
erocyclic base, which is either a purine or a pyrimidine, a pentose sugar and a
phosphate group. A nucleoside is the group formed by the pentose sugar and
the phosphate group. The sugar can be either ribose or deoxyribose and it car-
ries one or more phosphate groups. Nucleotides containing ribose are known as
ribonucleotides, and those containing deoxyribose as deoxyribonucleotides. The
nitrogen-containing rings are generally referred to as bases for historical reasons:
Table 1.1. : Total amount of genetic information in cells of diﬀerent species.
Organism Genome size
(base pairs)
Epstein-Barr virus 0.172× 106
Bacterium (E.Coli) 4.6× 106
Yeast (S. cerevisiae) 12.5× 106
Nematode worm (C. elegans) 100.3× 106
Thale cress (A. thaliana) 115.4× 106
Fruit ﬂy (D. melanogaster) 128.3× 106
Human (H. sapiens) 3, 223× 106
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under acidic conditions they can each bind a proton H+ and thereby increase the
concentration of OH− ions in aqueous solution. There is a strong family resem-
blance between the diﬀerent bases. Cytosine (C), thymine (T), and uracil (U) are
called pyrimidines because they all derive from a six-membered pyrimidine ring;
guanine (G) and adenine (A) are purine compounds, and they have a second,
ﬁve-membered ring fused to the six-membered ring.
Nucleotides can act as short-term carriers of chemical energy but their most
fundamental role in the cell is in the storage and retrieval of biological infor-
mation. Nucleic acid chains are synthesized from energy-rich nucleoside triphos-
phates by a condensation reaction that releases inorganic pyrophosphate during
phosphodiester bond formation. There are two main types of nucleic acids, diﬀer-
ing in the type of sugar in their sugar-phosphate backbone. Those based on the
sugar ribose are known as ribonucleic acids, or RNA, and contain the bases A,
G, C, and U. Those based on deoxyribose are known as deoxyribonucleic acids,
or DNA, and contain the bases A, G, C, and T (T is chemically similar to the U
in RNA, merely adding the methyl group on the pyrimidine ring). RNA usually
occurs in cells in the form of a single polynucleotide chain, but DNA is virtually
always in the form of a double-stranded molecule, the DNA double-helix, com-
posed of two polynucleotide chains running antiparallel to each other and held
together by hydrogen-bonding between the bases of the two chains.
The linear sequence of nucleotides in the DNA encodes the genetic information
of the cell. The ability of the bases in diﬀerent nucleic acid molecules to recognize
and pair with each other by hydrogen-bonding (called base-pairing), namely G
with C and A with either T or U, underlies all of heredity and evolution.
1.1.2 The genetic code
The DNA in genomes does not direct protein synthesis itself, but instead uses
RNA as an intermediary molecule. When the cell needs a particular protein, the
nucleotide sequence of the appropriate portion of the DNA molecule in a chro-
mosome is ﬁrst copied into RNA (a process called transcription). In particular,
mRNA is the RNA that carries information from DNA to the ribosome sites of
protein synthesis in the cell. These RNA copies of segments of the DNA are used
directly as templates to direct the synthesis of the protein (a process called trans-
lation). The ﬂow of genetic information in cells is therefore from DNA to RNA
to protein. All cells, from bacteria to humans, express their genetic information
in this way, a principle so fundamental that it is termed the central dogma of
molecular biology. The correspondence between the basis of the DNA and the
amino acids is named genetic code (Fig.1.1). Genetic code is universal, with very
few exceptions. During protein synthesis, the genetic code interprets the infor-
mation contained in the DNA to determine the sequence of the amino acids of
the protein. The code deﬁnes a mapping between tri-nucleotide sequences, called
codons, and amino acids. Every triplet of nucleotides in a nucleic acid sequence
speciﬁes a single amino acid.
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Fig. 1.1. : The standard genetic code.
Genetic code is degenerate since it is formed by 64 codons specifying 20 amino
acids. Three codons do not specify any amino acid but act as termination sites
(stop codons), signaling the end of the protein-coding sequence. One codon, AUG,
acts both as an initiation codon, signaling the start of a protein-coding message,
and also as the codon that speciﬁes the amino acid methionine (Fig.1.1).
1.1.3 Genome complexity
A major open challenge in molecular biology is understanding what the genome
contains and how the genome functions. A genome sequence is not an end in
itself. Once a DNA sequence has been obtained, whether it is the sequence of a
single cloned fragment or of an entire chromosome, then various methods can be
employed to locate the genes that are present. These methods can be divided into
those that involve the inspection of the sequence, manually or automated, to look
for the special sequence features associated with genes, and those methods that
locate genes by experimental analysis of the DNA sequence. Then, the question of
the gene function has to be addressed. This is turning out to be an important area
of genomics research, because completed sequencing projects have revealed that
we know rather less than we thought about the content of individual genomes.
Although comparative analysis of genomes reveals a great deal of information
about the relationships between genes and organisms, it often does not provide
immediate information about how these genes function, or what roles they have
in the physiology of an organism.
Indeed, even if the organisms whose genomes have been sequenced share many
cellular pathways and possess many proteins that are homologous in their amino
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acid sequences or structure, the functions of a very large number of newly iden-
tiﬁed proteins remain unknown. For most of the newly determined proteins no
primary experimental evidence to annotate is available. Even for the best stud-
ied organism, Escherichia Coli, experimental information is available for no more
than about 60% of the gene products. Furthermore, some 15-40% of the proteins
encoded by these sequenced genomes do not resemble any other protein that has
been characterized functionally.
1.1.4 Genome databases
Ensembl (http://www.ensembl.org) is the universal information source for se-
lected eukaryotic genomes. Data collected in Ensembl include genes, mutations,
repeats and homologies. The Ensembl database project provides a bioinfor-
matics framework to organise biology around the sequences of large genomes
[Hubbard et al., 2002].
The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) has a genome
resource (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genomes/) for the eukaryotic, fungi,
insects, mammals, plants and microbial genomes. At the NCBI is also hosted the
Reference Sequence (RefSeq, [Pruitt et al., 2007]) database, a non-redundant col-
lection of richly annotated DNA, RNA and protein sequences from diverse taxa.
The collection includes sequences from plasmids, organelles, viruses, archaea,
bacteria, and eukaryotes.
These databases are mantained with the aim of providing a comprehensive and
standard dataset that represents sequence information for the diﬀerent species.
1.2 Proteins and proteomes
At the protein level, large-scale analysis of complete genomes has its counter-
part in what it has become the proteome analysis. The proteome is the set of
proteins of an organism. An organism’s genome gives a complete but static set
of speciﬁcations of the potential life of an individual. Nevertheless, the state of
development of the organism, as its activity at the molecular level at any time,
depend mainly on the amount and on the distribution of its proteins.
Proteins are by far the most structurally complex and functionally sophisti-
cated molecules known. They are not only the building blocks from which cells are
built but they also execute nearly all cell functions: enzymes promote many chem-
ical reactions, other proteins carry messages from one cell to another, specialized
proteins act as antibodies, toxins, hormones. In a polar solvent proteins spon-
taneousely assume a stable and active three-dimensional (3D) structure, called
native structure. The process by which the unstructured string of amino acids
acquires its correct three-dimensional structure to achieve the biologically active
native state is called protein folding. The observation that the shape of a protein
is speciﬁed by its amino acid sequence is at the basis of the Anﬁnsen thermody-
namic hypothesis [Anﬁnsen, 1973] that states that for each natural amino acid
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Fig. 1.2. : General structure of an amino acid.
sequence, there is a unique stable native state that, under proper conditions, is
adopted spontaneously. Since it appears that nature has an algorithm for pre-
dicting protein structures from amino acid sequence, a major issue in molecular
biology is then the determination of the three-dimensional structure of a protein,
starting from its primary structure and to understand the basic mechanisms of
the folding process.
1.2.1 Protein structure
Amino acids. From a chemical point of view proteins are linear hetero-polymers
of simpler organic molecules, the amino acids. There are 20 types of amino
acids in proteins, each with diﬀerent chemical properties but with a com-
mon chemical structure: a central carbon atom (Cα) to which are attached
a hydrogen atom, an amino group (NH2) and a carboxyl group (COOH)
(Fig.1.2). The peculiar feature of each amino acid is encoded in its residue
(R) or side chain (Fig.1.2 and Fig.1.3) that determines the physico-chemical
properties of the molecule. The only exception to the structure depicted in
Fig.1.2 is the amino acid Proline, whose side chain is closed on the nitro-
gen of the amino group. The distinctive features of the 20 side chains are
size, electrical charge, polarity and shape (Table 1.2). The smallest amino
acid, glycine, consists of only a hydrogen atom, while one of the largest,
phenylalanine, contains a benzene ring. Some side chains bear a net posi-
tive or negative charge at normal pH. Asp and Glu are negatively charged.
Lys, Arg and often His are positively charged. Some side chains are polar,
so that they can form hydrogen bonds to other polar side chains, or to
the backbone, or to water. Other side chains are electrically neutral. Some
of these contain chemical groups related to ordinary hydrocarbons such as
methane or benzene. The overall shape of a side chain depends on its chem-
ical structure and on its degrees of internal conformational freedom.
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Fig. 1.3. : The 20 amino acids.
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Table 1.2. : Main characteristics of 20 standard amino acids.
Amino acid One-letter Three-letters Polarity pK of
code code at pH 7 side chain
Alanine A Ala Not polar -
Cysteine C Cys Polar -
Aspartic acid D Asp Charged (-) 3.9
Glutamic acid E Glu Charged (-) 4.3
Phenylalanine F Phe Not polar -
Glycine G Gly Not polar -
Histidine H His Polar 6.0
Isoleucine I Ile Not polar -
Lysine K Lys Charged (+) 10.5
Leucine L Leu Not polar -
Methionine M Met Not polar -
Asparagine N Asn Polar -
Proline P Pro Not polar -
Glutamine Q Gln Polar -
Arginine R Arg Charged (+) 12.5
Serine S Ser Polar -
Threonine T Thr Polar -
Valine V Val Not polar -
Tryptophan W Trp Not polar -
Tyrosine Y Tyr Polar 10.1
Peptide bond and primary structure. Each amino acid is linked to its neigh-
bour through a covalent peptide bond, where the carboxyl group of one
amino acid condenses with the amino group of the next to eliminate water
(Fig.1.4). This process is repeated as the chain elongates. One consequence
is that the amino group of the ﬁrst amino acid of a polypeptide chain and
the carboxyl group of the last amino acid remain intact, and the chain is
said to extend from its amino terminus (N-terminus) to its carboxy termi-
nus (C-terminus). Proteins are therefore also known as polypeptides. The
peptide bond is dipolar and has double bond character. The repeating se-
quence of Cα atoms along the core of the polypeptide chain is referred
to as the protein backbone. The primary structure of the protein is direct
expression of the information encoded in the DNA and is represented by
a sequence of characters (a string) each one representing an amino acid.
Accordingly to the Anﬁnsen’s hypothesis, this sequence contains all the
information about protein three-dimensional structure.
Secondary structure. The folding of a protein is constrained by many diﬀer-
ent weak non-covalent bonds that form between one part of the chain and
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Fig. 1.4. : Formation and charactersitics of the peptide bond.
another. These involve atoms in the polypeptide backbone as well as atoms
in the amino acid side chains. The weak bonds are of three types: hydrogen
bonds, ionic bonds and van der Waals attractions. Individual non-covalent
bonds are 30-300 times weaker than the typical covalent bonds that create
biological molecules. But many weak bonds can act in parallel to hold two
regions of a polypeptide chain tightly together.
A fourth weak force also has a central role in determining the shape of a
protein: the distribution of its polar and non-polar amino acids. Hydropho-
bic molecules, including the non-polar side chains of particular amino acids,
tend to be forced together in an aqueous environment in order to minimize
their disruptive eﬀect on the hydrogen-bonded network of the surrounding
water molecules in the cell. In particular, hydrophobic side chains (belong-
ing to Phe, Leu, Val and Trp, for example) tend to cluster in the interior of
the molecule. This enables them to avoid contact with the water. In con-
trast, polar side chains (such as those belonging to Arg, Gln and His) tend
to be exposed to the solvent, where they can form hydrogen bonds with
water and with other polar molecules.
There is a major problem, however, with creating such a hydrophobic core
from a protein chain. To bring the side chains into the core, the main chain
must also fold into the interior. The main chain is highly polar and therefore
hydrophilic, with one hydrogen bond donor, NH, and one hydrogen bond
acceptor, C=O, for each peptide unit. In a hydrophobic environment, these
main chain polar groups must be neutralized by the formation of hydro-
gen bonds. This problem is solved in a very elegant way by the formation
of structural and local organization motifs. This is the regular secondary
structure within the interior of the protein molecule. Such secondary struc-
ture is usually one of two types: α-helices or β-sheets and they constitute
about the 50% of the structure of each protein. Most protein structures are
built up from combinations of α-helices or β-sheets which are connected
by loop regions of various lengths and irregular shape. Loop regions ex-
posed to solvent are rich in charged and polar hydrophilic residues. Helices
and sheets are characterized by hydrogen-bonding between the main chain
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NH and C=O groups. The secondary structure elements, formed in this
way and held together by the hydrophobic core, provide a rigid and sta-
ble framework. They exhibit relatively little ﬂexibility with respect to each
other, and they are the best deﬁned parts of protein structures determined
both by X-ray and NMR techniques.
Tertiary structure. The secondary structure elements are organized into a
complex three-dimensional structure, called tertiary structure,which is sta-
ble and functional. The tertiary structure is the result of the folding process.
Therefore, it depends only on the interactions among the amino acids and
between the amino acids and the solvent, described above.
The evolution of living organisms selects polypeptide chains with the ability
to acquire stable conformations in the aqueous or lipid environment where they
perform their function. The universe of protein sequences can be compared in its
entirety across species.
1.2.2 The protein archives
The knowledge about biological data is very far from complete. Nevertheless, it is
of impressive size and it is constantly and rapidly growing. For this reason, infor-
mation about biological molecules is generally collected into integrated databases
publicy available through the World Wide Web.
Protein sequences databases. Since 2003, the Swiss Institute of Bioinformat-
ics (SIB) and the Department of Bioinformatics and Structural Biology
of the Geneva University, the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI)
and the Georgetown University Medical Center’s Protein Information Re-
source (PIR) have coordinated their eﬀorts in the UniProt consortium
([Apweiler et al., 2004]). UniProt/Swiss-Prot, together with UniProt/TrEMBL,
its computer-annotated supplement, constitutes the UniProt Knowledge-
base (UniProtKB), a major project of the UniProt consortium. UniProt/Swiss-
Prot and UniProt/TrEMBL give access to all the publicly available protein
sequences. The UniProt/SwissProt database is accessible through the web
site http://www.expasy.org/sprot/. The UniProt Knowledgebase con-
tains proteins sequences and its peculiar characteristics are:
• Annotation. The protein sequence and the current information about
each protein are manually checked and regularly updated. Each en-
try contains primary data (for example the sequence and the descrip-
tion of the biological source of the protein, together with the related
literature) and annotation, which consists of the description, when
available, of the function/s, the post-translational modiﬁcations, the
domains and active sites (calcium binding regions, ATP-binding sites),
the secondary and quaternary structure (such as homo-dimer, hetero-
trimer), the similarities to other proteins and the sequence conﬂicts
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or variants of the protein sequence. A further annotation ﬁeld con-
cerns the indications of the diseases associated with deﬁciencies in the
protein.
• Minimal redundancy. In order to have a minimal redundancy of the
information all protein sequences encoded by a same gene are merged
into a single UniProt entry. However, the diﬀerences between various
sequencing reports are reported.
• Integration. External databases referencing the entry are available via
cross-references to specialized data collections such as nucleotide se-
quence databases, 3D structure database, protein domain and family
characterization databases. UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot is currently cross-
referenced with about 60 diﬀerent databases.
Databases of structures. The major database for biological macromolecular
structures is the Protein Data Bank (PDB, [Berman HM et al., 2000]), the
result of the eﬀort of a distributed organization called Research Collab-
oratory for Structural Bioinformatics (RCSB). It is freely accessible at
http://www.pdb.org/. The PDB stores, annotates and distributes sets of
atomic coordinates. The RCSB PDB together with the Molecular Structure
Database at the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) and the Protein
Data Bank Japan hosted at the Osaka University, is a member of the world-
wide PDB (wwPDB, [Berman HM et al., 2003]) that mainly integrates all
the structures of proteins but also of nucleic acids and few carbohydrates
known with atomic resolution. For proteins, each PDB entry contains not
only atomic coordinates for all the atoms of the molecule but also related
information, such as the protein description, the literature references, exper-
imental details about the structure determination, the residues sequence,
if additional molecules appear in the structure, the assignments of sec-
ondary structure. Furthermore, the PDBsum database has been developed
([Laskowski et al., 1997], http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbsum/) to provide an
overview of every protein structure deposited in the PDB.
Classiﬁcation of protein structures. Classiﬁcation of protein structures oc-
cupies a key position in bioinformatics, not least as a bridge between se-
quence and function. The most general classiﬁcation of families of pro-
tein structures, presented in Table 1.3, is based on the secondary and
tertiary structures of proteins. Several web sites oﬀer hierarchical clas-
siﬁcations of all proteins of known structure according to their fold-
ing patterns. Among them SCOP (Structural Classiﬁcation of Proteins,
http://iris.physics.iisc.ernet.in/scop/) [Murzin et al., 1995] and
CATH (Class, Architecture, Topology, Homologous superfamily, http:
//www.cathdb.info/) [Orengo et al., 1997] are the most important.
SCOP is widely adopted because it is manually curated and because it
organizes protein structures in a hierarchy according to evolutionary ori-
gin and structrural similarity. At its lowest level are individual domains,
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Table 1.3. : Classiﬁcation of main protein structures.
Class Characteristic
α-helical Secondary structure exclusively
(or almost) α-helical
β-sheet Secondary structure exclusively
(or almost) β-sheet
α + β α-helices and β-sheets separated
in diﬀerent parts of the molecule
α/β Helices and sheets assembled from
β − α− β units
Proteins with little or no secondary structure
extracted from the PDB entries. Domains are compact units within the
folding pattern of a single protein chain, that look as if they should have
independent stability. Sets of domains are grouoped into families of ho-
mologues, for which the similarities in structure, sequence and sometimes
function imply a common evolutionary origin. Groups of families containing
proteins of similar structure and function, but for which the evidence for an
evolutionary relationship is suggestive but not compelling, form superfam-
ilies. Superfamilies that share a common folding topology, for at least the
central proportion of the structure, are grouped as folds. Finally, each fold
group falls into one of the general classes. In Table 1.3 the most general
classes of protein structures are detailed.
Classiﬁcation of protein function. The Gene Ontology Consortium has pro-
duced a systematic classiﬁcation of gene function, in the form of a dic-
tionary of terms and their relationships (http://www.geneontology.org,
[The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000]). Organizing concepts of the Gene
Ontology project include three categories:
• Molecular function. A function associated with what an individual
protein does in itself. This is function from the biochemical point of
view.
• Biological process. A component of the activities of a living system,
mediated by a protein or RNA, possibly in a concerted action with
other proteins or RNA molecules. This is function from the cell’s point
of view.
• Cellular component. The assignment of site of activity or partners.
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Chapter 2
Analysis and prediction of protein structure and
function
Up to now, the structure of about 56,000 proteins have been solved, while more
than 7 millions are the protein sequences deposited in the UniProt database.
The diﬀerence among the number of solved structures and the number of known
sequences is even greater if we consider that a number of structures in the PDB
belong to the same protein, solved in diﬀerent environments and with diﬀerent
resolutions. Analyzing the growth of PDB and SwissProt entries in the years
(Fig. 2.1), it can also be observed that their diﬀerence is still increasing.
The development of computational predictive tools has it basis in this dif-
ference: a protein functions because of its structure and all applications, from
the drug design to the study of single point mutations, require structural infor-
Fig. 2.1. : Growth in the content of PDB and SwissProt databases from 1986 to
2008.
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Fig. 2.2. : Relationships among protein sequence, structure and function.
mation. Since the vast majority of protein sequences produced by the various
genome projects has not yet been experimentally characterized and since there is
very little that is known about their function, these sequences need to be inter-
preted from a structural point of view (structural genomics) and from the point
of view of the functions (functional genomics).
The cascade of inference should ideally ﬂow from sequence to structure to
function. However, although we can be conﬁdent that similar amino acids se-
quences will produce similar protein structures [Sander and Schneider, 1991], the
relationship between structure and function is more complex (Fig.2.2):
• Similar sequences produce similar protein structures, with divergence in
structure increasing progressively with the divergence in sequence.
• Conversely, similar structures are often found with very diﬀerent sequences.
In many cases the relationships in a family of proteins can be detected only
in structures, the sequences having diverged beyond the point of our being
able to detect the underlying common features.
• Similar sequences and structures often produce proteins with similar func-
tions, but there are exceptions.
• At the contrary, similar functions are often carried out by non-homologous
proteins with dissimilar structures.
It is in this perspective that computational analyis and studies oﬀer tools that
can provide insight into the function of proteins based on their sequence, their
structure, their evolutionary history and their association with other proteins.
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2.1 Protein structure prediction and modelling
Proteins live and function in three dimensions and therefore structural infor-
mation is very helpful for predicting function. Structural information can come
directly from the protein of interest but it can also be derived from a homologous
protein via modelling. Unfortunately, as it is for sequences, two proteins having
the same overall structural architecture, and even conserved functional residues
can have unrelated functions. In addiction, two proteins can perform the same
function while having radically diﬀerent structures [Whisstock and Lesk, 2003].
The amino acids sequence of a protein dictates its three-dimensional structure.
The functions of proteins depend on their adopting this native three-dimensional
structure. This means that proteins have evolved so that one folding pattern of
the main chain, the native structure, is thermodynamically signiﬁcantly better
than other conformations. Thus, if we could computationally analyze a large
enough set of possible conformations to be sure of including the correct one, it
would be possible to predict protein structures from amino acids sequences on the
basis of a priori physico-chemical properties. There has been progress towards
this goal but it is not yet achieved.
Systematic studies of the structural diﬀerences between pairs of related pro-
teins have deﬁned a quantitative relationship between the divergence of the amino
acid sequences of the core of a family of structures and the divergence of their
structure [Chothia and Lesk, 1986]. As the sequence diverges, there are progres-
sively increasing distortions in the main chain conformation and the fraction of
the residues in the core usually decreases. Until the fraction of identical residues
in the sequence drops below about 40%-50% these eﬀects are relatively modest.
Almost all the structure remains in the core and the deformation of the main
chain atoms is on average no more than 1.0 A˚. When the sequence divergence
increases, in most cases some regions entirely refold, the size of the core reduces
and the distortions result in a greater eﬀect. The variation of the size of the core
with the percentage of identical residues is shown in Figure 2.3. In Figure 2.4 the
changes in structure of the core, expressed as the root mean square deviation of
the main chain atoms after optimal structural superimpostion are plotted against
the sequence divergence, expressed as the percentage of conserved amino acids
in the core after optimal sequence alignment.
Many of the most eﬀective methods for protein structure prediction exploit
known structures of homologous proteins. As detailed above, the level of sequence
similarity between a protein of unknown structure and its nearest homologue with
known structure limits the degree of information we can produce for the protein
with unknown structure and poses constraints on the method to be adopted.
Generally speaking:
1. If a protein of unknown structure has homologues of known structure with
≥40% identical residues in an optimal alignment, homology modelling meth-
ods are likely to produce a nearly complete structural model and the quality
of the model is likely to be good enough to interpret the protein’s function.
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Fig. 2.3. : Variation of size of the protein core with the percentage of its identical
residues [Chothia and Lesk, 1986].
Fig. 2.4. : Variation of r.m.s deviation of the protein core with the percentage of its
identical residues. The ﬁgure shows computed results for 32 pairs of homologous
proteins of diﬀerent structural types [Chothia and Lesk, 1986].
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2. If no homologue with known structure has the sequence similarity to the
unknown one with ≥40%, it may still be possible to assign a general folding
pattern to the protein of unknown structure. It should be possible to predict
its secondary structure with ≈ 70%-80% accuracy on a residue by residue
basis.
3. If no homologue of known structure is recognizable from the sequences, the
last solution is to use a prediction method general enough to handle novel
folds. Such methods include both a priori and knowledge-based approaches.
Summing up, methods for the prediction of protein structure from amino acid
sequence include:
• Attempts to predict secondary structure
• Homology modelling, the prediction of the three-dimensional structure of a
protein from the known structures of one or more related proteins
• Fold recognition. Given a library of known structures, determine which of
them shares a folding pattern with a query protein of known sequence but
unknown structure.
• Prediction of novel folds, either by a priori and knowledge-based ap-
proaches.
Contacts between protein residues constrain protein folding and characterize
diﬀerent protein structures. Therefore, prediction of residue contacts in proteins,
discussed in Chapter 4, is an interesting problem whose solution may be useful
in protein folding recognition and de novo design. Furthermore, some of the
most powerful sequence to structure predictors involve HMMs whose theory and
applications to secondary structure prediction will be presented in Chapter 3 and
5, respectively.
2.2 Sequence-based protein function prediction
While the number of sequenced genomes continues to grow, experimentally veri-
ﬁed functional annotation of whole genomes remains a callenging problem. There
are now more than 800 completely sequenced genomes of cellular organisms, con-
tributing to more than seven million unique protein sequences in the publicly
accessible databases, such as UniProt. Experimental determination of the func-
tions of all these proteins would be a hugely time-consuming and costly task
and, in most instances, has not been carried out. Currently, approximately about
20%, 7%, 10% and 1% of annotated proteins in the Homo sapiens, Mus musculus,
Drosophila melanogaster and Caenorhabditis elegans genomes, respectively, have
been experimentally characterized. However, as the volume of data has increased,
so too have the number and sophistication of computational methods for predict-
ing function. Knowledge of the three-dimensional structure of a protein can also
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provide a crucial insight into its mode of action, but currently the structures of
<1% of sequences have been experimentally solved.
Computational methods that exploit sequence and structural data using com-
putational means alone exist to predict protein function/s. The most common
approach to function prediction is the inheritance through homology that is based
on the observation that proteins with similar sequences frequently perform sim-
ilar functions. Since there is no perfect and general rule that leads from a pro-
tein sequence to ist correct function, the design of computational methods that
achieve high degree of accuracy in this task became very urgent, especially with
the increase in the number of protein sequenced that still lack a functional and
structural characterization.
A ﬁrst step, common to a number of methods to predict the function of a
given protein sequence is to use the information provided by the main publicly
available databases, such as those of the National Center for Biotechnology In-
formation (NCBI) and of the European Molecular Biology LaboratoryEuropean
Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI). These resources include manually-curated
and automated generated data, including protein, domain and family information
and functional sites. One way to relate the databases annotation to a protein se-
quence is the alignment of the query sequence against the protein sequences from
various databases. If an exact match is not found, the search usually identiﬁes a
similar sequence from which it may be possible to inherit annotations.
However, many of the incorrect annotations found in databases today are a
consequence of the overly liberal application of inheritance through homology
and this is compounded by the fact that the source of these annotations is often
not given. Estimates of the error rate for the annotation of complete genomes
vary from <5% to >40% depending on the types of function ([Brenner SE, 1999,
Devos and Valencia, 2001]).
As in the protein structure prediction, there have been many studies aimed at
establishing sequence similarity measures for safely transferring function between
related proteins. However, genes evolve at diﬀerent rates owing to both uneven
selection pressure on their functions and the inherent mutation rate of diﬀerent
species, which means that it is diﬃcult to establish a similarity measure that
is reliable in all cases. As it will described in Chapter 6, many new family-
based resources have emerged over the past ten years that group together protein
sequences or individual protein domains into putative evolutionary families across
many diﬀerent sequenced genomes. These family resources make it easier to gauge
the reliability of functional inheritance through homology.
Nevertheless, although higher sequence similarity increases conﬁdence in func-
tion annotation transfer, there is no threshold that can be considered universally
safe. An extreme case is represented by the so-called “moonlighting proteins”,
which are proteins that perform multiple and, at times, signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
functions. For example, μ−crystallin is a protein that plays a structural role in
the eye lens of several species, while working as an enzyme in other tissues. Ho-
mologs of these proteins may retain only some of the original functions. As a
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Fig. 2.5. : Multi-domain proteins problem in three bacterial proteins: O31395
(Transcriptional activator protein irlR), P54662 (Transcriptional regulatory pro-
tein degU), O30919 (Transcriptional activator protein solR).
consequence, function annotation transfer may result in erroneous or incomplete
assignments.
Furthermore, the multi-domain nature of many proteins can also be the cause
of annotation transfer errors. In fact, in databases storing entire sequences
(such as SwissProt), functional annotation of a protein may refer to any of
its domains. If the analyzed protein does not align to that speciﬁc domain,
annotation transfer is totally unjustiﬁed and will very likely result in a mis-
annotation. While a number of databases and tools attempt to split proteins
into domains based on sequence (such as Pfam, a database of protein families,
each represented by multiple sequence alignments and Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs), [Bateman A et al., 2000]), the most reliable way to identify protein
domains is by using, when possible, structural knowledge (by means of SCOP
[Murzin et al., 1995] or CATH [Orengo et al., 1997]). Figure 2.5 shows that if the
template is annotated based on the function of a domain that is not aligned to
the query, annotation transfer is not possible. Coloured boxes represent Pfam do-
mains: [Swiss-Prot:O31395] has a response regulator receiver domain (in green)
and a C-terminal transcriptional regulatory domain (in red); [Swiss-Prot:P54662]
has the same response regulator receiver domain of [Swiss-Prot:O31395] (in green)
and a luxR family response regulator domain (in red); [Swiss-Prot:O30919] shows
an autoinducer binding domain (in green) and a luxR family domain (in red),
such as [Swiss-Prot:P54662]. The protein [Swiss-Prot:P54662] is similar to each
of the two other proteins via a diﬀerent domain, therefore careless use of tran-
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sitivity might lead to the false conclusion that [Swiss-Prot:O31395] is similar to
[Swiss-Prot:O30919].
In conclusion, homology between two proteins does not guarantee that they
have the same function, not even when sequence similarity is very high. On
the positive side, the higher the sequence similarity the better the chance that
homologous proteins in fact share functional features.
Although protein structure is more conserved than sequence, knowledge of
the speciﬁc fold adopted by a given protein does not directly imply a function
[Chothia and Lesk, 1986]. With the advent of the structural genomics initiatives,
that are complementing the data on which computational methods rely by in-
creasing the functional diversity of protein sequences for which the structure has
been determined, an increasing number of protein structures are being experi-
mentally determined while their function is still unknown. In these cases, function
can sometimes be predicted by using the structure rather than the sequence of
the protein. Nevertheless, the scarcity of experimentally solved protein struc-
tures means that most function prediction is carried out by comparing protein
sequences, and the recent substantial growth in complete genome sequences is
making these methods more powerful. In particular, family-based methods that
exploit sequence clustering can be extremely valuable in providing information
on the variation in functional properties across a family. For this reason, there is
considerable activity today trying to bridge the gap between protein sequence,
structure and function. The integration between these diﬀerent aspects of the
analysis of protein structure and function aims to develop better tools for pro-
tein function prediction.
2.3 The evolutionary information
The so-called evolutionary information has a key role in the prediction of protein
structural and functional features. Some systems, such as the Hidden Markov
Model that will be described in Chapter 5, are able to eﬃciently process this in-
formation, improving the predictive performances with respect to those obtained
with the sequence alone.
This fact is based on the idea that all the sequences can be separated in classes,
named classes of homology that group the sequences evolved from a common
ancestral sequence. This ancestor sequence, after casual mutations and genetic
rearrangements, gave origin to diﬀerent sequences that structure in proteins with
the same three-dimensional conformation and the same function, assuming that
the evolution eliminated all the elements not able to assume a function or a native
structure. It appears that lot of information can be retrieved by comparing a given
sequence of interest against its similar sequences.
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Fig. 2.6. : The BLOSUM62 matrix.
2.3.1 Protein sequence alignments
The common procedure to compare protein sequences is the alignment. Two
sequences are aligned when they are superimposed such that their residues co-
incide or are similar in the great part of the positions. Sequence alignment is
the identiﬁcation of residue-residue correspondences. The similarity between two
amino acids is quantiﬁed in the elements of the substitution matrix, symmetric
20× 20 matrix that in each position (i, j) contains a score σ(i, j) that is relative
to the substitution of residue i with residue j. These scores are generally derived
from analysis carried out by experts, on well-known protein families and they
reﬂect the similarity of the physico-chemical characteristics of the amino acids.
As an example, in Figure 2.6 one of the most used substitution matrix, the BLO-
SUM62 [Henikoﬀ and Henikoﬀ, 1992], is shown. To avoid overweighting closely
related sequences, groups of proteins that have a sequence identity higher than
a threshold (62% for BLOSUM62) are replaced either by a single representative
or a weighted average.
To perform alignments several algorithms can be implemented. In general a
pairwise alignment allows to ﬁnd the superimposition between two sequences s1
and s2 that maximizes the global score S(s1, s2) deﬁned as the sum of the scores
of the substitutions in all the positions:
S(s1, s2) =
∑
i
σ(si1, s
i
2) (2.1)
An algorithm for multiple sequence alignment of N sequences allows to compute
the correspondence between the residues of all the sequences that maximizes the
score S(s1, s2, ..., sN) deﬁned on the basis of the scores of pairwise alignments:
S(s1, s2, ..., sn) =
∑
k<l
S(sk, sl) (2.2)
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Fig. 2.7. : Example of a pairwise alignment performed by the BLAST program.
An alignment, beside describing mutation events on single residues, that is the
substitution of a residue by another during the evolution, also takes into account
insertions, the insertion of amino acidic fragments in speciﬁc positions of the
sequence and deletion, the removal of residue fragments in speciﬁc positions of the
sequence. This is performed by the insertion of symbols of gap (indicated with the
symbol “-” in Figure 2.7). Alignment algorithms deal with the presence of gaps
by adding rules for assigning scores, typically unfavorable, to the gap opening and
extention. Nevertheless, the possibility to introduce gaps signiﬁcantly increases
the complexity of the optimal alignment search and it makes thus necessary to
adopt dynamic programming techniques for computing the pairwise alignments
and sub-optimal algorithms to perform multiple alignments.
Pairwise and multiple sequence alignments can be further distinguished in
global and local alignments, if entire sequences or only portions of them are
aligned, respectively. Given a set of sequences, generally it exists only one global
optimal alignment, while there can be diﬀerent local alignments that involve
diﬀerent substrings and that can be sorted with respect to their score.
2.3.2 BLAST
A particular class of systems based on local pairwise sequence alignments are
the programs for searching similarities between a target sequence and a database
of known sequences. The programs compare the best pairwise local alignments
between the target sequence and all the sequences of the reference database.
Given the enormous amount of sequences deposited in the databases, it is
impossible to perform these alignments with exact algorithms. For this reason
heuristic algorithms have been implemented. Among them, the Basic Local Align-
ment Search Tool (BLAST) [Altschul et al., 1990] is the most widely adopted. A
typical BLAST output is showed in Figure 2.7, where positions that do not un-
dergo mutations are highlighted in red while signiﬁcantly conserved postions are
in green. To measure the statistical signiﬁcance of the match, namely to test if
the found similarity is signiﬁcant or could have arisen by chance, for each align-
ment BLAST computes a number of scores. The most important are the sequence
identity, the length of the alignment and the Expectation value (E-value).
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The sequence identity (SI) is computed by normalizing the number of identical
residues I over the total length of the aligned region Laln:
SI =
I
Laln
(2.3)
The E-value is the number of diﬀerent alignments with scores equivalent to or
better than the current one, that are expected to occur in a database search by
chance. The lower the E-value, the more signiﬁcant the match.
Fig. 2.8. : Building of sequence proﬁle starting from a multiple sequence align-
ment.
2.3.3 Alignment proﬁles
The evolutionary information contained in a N sequences alignment can be sum-
marized in the alignment proﬁle, that is a matrix 20×L, where L is the alignment
length. For each of the 20 positions, corresponding to the 20 types of amino acids,
the proﬁle stores the amino acidic composition on the aligned sequences. In Figure
2.8 the mapping between a multiple sequence alignment and a sequence proﬁle
is shown.
It is evident that the proﬁle contains less information with respect to the
multiple sequence alignment, because it is a vector that represents an average over
the aligned sequences. Given a proﬁle it is therefore not possible to reconstruct
the alignment that generated it. However, the information regarding the degree of
conservation of a given residue in a given position of the sequence or the related
mutations, that still preserve the protein structure, can be directly read in the
values of the proﬁle. The most the value approaches 100 the more conserved is
the corresponding residue.
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2.3.4 PSI-BLAST
Position Speciﬁc Iterative BLAST (PSI-BLAST) is a feature of BLAST in which
a proﬁle is automatically constructed from the ﬁrst set of BLAST alignments.
PSI-BLAST was mainly developed to answer to speed, simplicity and automatic
operation questions. The PSI-BLAST procedure can be summarized in ﬁve steps:
1. PSI-BLAST takes as an input a single protein sequence and compares it to
a protein database, using the gapped BLAST program.
2. The program builds a multiple alignment, and then a proﬁle, from any
signiﬁcant local alignment found. The original query sequence serves as a
template for the multiple alignment and proﬁle, whose lengths are identical
to that of the query.
3. The proﬁle is compared to the protein database, again seeking local align-
ments. After a few minor modiﬁcations, the BLAST algorithm can be used
for this directly.
4. PSI-BLAST estimates the statistical signiﬁcance of the local alignments
found.
5. Finally, PSI-BLAST iterates, by returning to step (2), an arbitrary number
of times or until convergence.
Proﬁle-alignment statistics allow PSI-BLAST to proceed as a natural exten-
sion of BLAST; the results produced in iterative search steps are comparable
to those produced from the ﬁrst pass. PSI-BLAST reveals many protein re-
lationships missed by single-pass database search methods and has identiﬁed
relationships that were previously detectable only from information about the
three-dimensional structure of the proteins.
Chapter 3
Methods
3.1 Graphical models
3.1.1 Introduction to graph theory
Complex structures are at the basis of a variety of systems. The cell, for exam-
ple, is best described as a complex network of chemicals connected by chemical
reactions. An interesting approach to the study of these systems is to investigate
their topology. Physics has developed eﬃcient tools for predicting the behaviour
of a system as a whole from the properties of its constituents: how the spins con-
tribute to the magnetic properties of matter, the behaviour of quantum particles
in Bose-Einstein condensation or superﬂuidity. The key feature of these models
is the way of representing interactions between the constituent elements: no am-
biguity exists in detecting who interacts with what and the interaction strength
is uniquely determined by the physical distance.
Traditionally, the study of complex networks has been the territory of graph
theory. Recently, signiﬁcant advances have concerned this ﬁeld mainly due to
the increasing amount of data produced, that led to the possibility to have large
databases to study the topology of real networks. Thus, the domain of application
of this approach extended to networks containing millions of nodes, exploring
topics and relationships that could not be addressed before.
When analyzing the function of a cell, we can distinguish between two main
levels of networks: the network of the interactions between the residues of a
protein sequence that contain the rule to build its native structure and a physical
network of protein-protein and protein-nucleic acid complexes interactions that
are responsible of the cell metabolism, that is the ﬂow of molecules and energy
through pathways of chemical reactions. Graph theory can be successfully applied
to the analysis of these networks, that are of special interest in systems biology.
In mathematical terms, an undirected graph is a pair of sets G = (V,E), where
V is a set of N nodes (or vertices) {V1, V2, ..., VN} and E is a set of edges (or
links) that connect two elements of V . Among the concepts and measures that
have been recently proposed to describe complex networks, three are the most
investigated ones:
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• Small-world. The small-world property describes the fact that in most net-
works, even in those of large size, there is a relatively short path between
any two nodes. The distance between two nodes is deﬁned as the number
of edges along the shortest path connecting them. The measure to quantify
this property, namely the characteristic path length (L) of the network, has
been introduced by Watts and Strogatz in 1998 [Watts and Strogatz, 1998].
L is deﬁned as the number of edges in the shortest path between two ver-
tices, averaged over all pairs of vertices.
• Clustering. Watts and Strogatz also deﬁned the Clustering coeﬃcient (C)
that measures the cliquishness of a typical neighbourhood of a given node.
If a vertex i has ki neighbours, then the maximum number of edges that can
form between them is ki(ki− 1)/2 (when every neighbour of i is connected
to every other neighbour of i). If Ci denotes the fraction of actual edges, C
is the average of Ci over the total number of nodes N .
• Degree distribution. Not all the E nodes of a network have the same number
of connections. The spread of the distribution P (k) of the node degrees gives
the probability that a randomly selected node has exactly k edges. The
distribution function P (k) gives the probability that a randomly selected
node has exactly k edges. Since in a random graph the edges are placed
randomly, the majority of nodes have approximately the same degree, close
to the average degree 〈k〉 of the network. The degree distribution of a
random graph is a Poisson distribution with a peak at P (〈k〉). Nevertheless,
for most large networks the degree distribution has a power-law tail:
P (k) ≈ k−γ (3.1)
Such networks are called scale-free [Barabasi and Albert, 1999]. While
some networks display an exponential tail, often the functional form of
P (k) still deviates signiﬁcantly from the Poisson distribution expected for
a random graph.
3.1.2 From random to small-world networks
In their pivotal work on random graphs, Erdo¨s and Re´nyi deﬁne a random graph
as N labeled nodes connected by n edges, which are randomly chosen from the
set of N(N − 1)/2 possible edges [Erdo¨s and Re´nyi, 1960]. In total there are
CnN(N−1)/2 graphs with N nodes and n edges, forming a probability space in which
every realization is equiprobable. Random graph’s theory studies the properties
of the probability space associated with graphs with N nodes as N →∞.
The ﬁrst studied property of random graphs has been the appearance of sub-
graphs. A graph G1 consisting of a set V1 of nodes and a set E1 of edges is a
subgraph of a graph G = (V,E) if all the nodes in V1 are also nodes of V and all
edges in E1 are also edges of E. Examples of subgraphs are complete subgraphs or
connected components. A graph is complete if every pair of vertices is connected
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Fig. 3.1. : Random rewiring procedure with diﬀerent outputs: regular, small-world
and random graphs [Watts and Strogatz, 1998].
by an edge. Complete subgraphs of order k contain k nodes and all the possible
k(k − 1)/2 edges, in other words, they are completely connected.
Many properties of such random graphs can be determined using probabilistic
arguments. In the mathematical literature the construction of a random graph
is often called an evolution (Fig.3.1): starting with a ring of N vertices, each
connected to its n nearest neighbours by undirected edges, with probability p,
each edge is reconnected to a vertex chosen uniformly at random over the entire
ring, with duplicate edges forbidden. The procedure continues until each edge
in the original lattice has been considered once. In Fig.3.1 three realizations of
this process are shown, for diﬀerent values of p: for p → 0, the original ring is
unchanged, as p increases, the graph becomes increasingly disordered until for
p → 1, all edges are rewired randomly. For intermediate values of p, the graph is
a small-world network whose peculiar characteristics are highly clustering like a
regular graph and small characteristic path length, like a random graph. It can
also been observed that the average degree of a random graph, deﬁned as:
〈k〉 = 2n/N = p(N − 1) ∼= pN (3.2)
has a value that is independent of the system size.
The diameter of a graph is the maximal distance between any pair of its nodes.
Random graphs tend to have small diameters, provided p is not too small. The
reason for this is that a random graph is likely to spread: with large probability
the number of nodes at a distance L from a given node is not much smaller
than 〈kl〉. Equating 〈kl〉 with N we ﬁnd that the diameter is proportional to
ln(N)/ln(〈k〉); thus it depends only logarithmically on the number of nodes.
For almost values of p, almost all random graphs with the same N and p have
precisely the same diameter. This means that when considering all graphs with
N nodes and connection probability p, the average path length scales with the
number of nodes:
lrand =
ln(N)
ln(pN)
=
ln(N)
ln(〈k〉) (3.3)
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Fig. 3.2. : The degree distribution that results from the numerical simulation of
a random graph (N is the total number of nodes, Xk are the nodes with degree
k) [Barabasi and Albert, 2002].
Furthermore, by considering a node in a random graph and its nearest neigh-
bours, the probability that two of these neighbours are connected is equal to the
probability that two randomly selected nodes are connected, that is:
Crand = p =
〈k〉
N
(3.4)
In a random graph with connection probability p the degree ki of a node i follows
a binomial distribution (Fig.3.2) with parameters N − 1 and p:
P (ki, k) = C
k
N−1p
k(1− p)N−1−k (3.5)
P (ki, k) is the number of ways in which k edges can be drawn from a certain
node: the probability of k edges is pk, the probability of the absence of additional
edges is (1− p)N−1−k, and there are CkN−1 equivalent ways of selecting the k end
points for these edges. For large N , the binomial can be replaced with a Poisson
distribution:
P (k) ∼= e−pN (pN)
k
k!
= e〈−k〉
〈k〉k
k!
(3.6)
Real-world networks have a small-world character like random graphs, but they
have unusually large clustering coeﬃcients. Furthermore, the clustering coeﬃcient
appears to be independent of the network size, a property that is characteristic
of ordered lattices, whose clustering coeﬃcient is size independent and depends
only on the coordination number. For example, in a one-dimensional lattice with
periodic boundary conditions, most of the immediate neighbours of any site are
also neighbours of one another. For such a lattice the clustering coeﬃcient is:
C =
3(K − 2)
4(K − 1) (3.7)
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Fig. 3.3. : Characteristic path length l(p) and clustering coeﬃcient C(p) for the
Watts-Strogatz model [Watts and Strogatz, 1998].
which converges to 3/4 in the limit of large K. Such low-dimensional regular
lattices, however, do not have short path lengths: for a d−dimensional hypercubic
lattice the average node-node distance scales as N1/d, which increases much faster
with N than the logarithmic increase observed for random and real graphs.
In 1998 Watts and Strogatz [Watts and Strogatz, 1998] proposed a one pa-
rameter model that interpolates between an ordered ﬁnite-dimensional lattice
and a random graph (Fig.3.3). The algorithm is the following:
• Start with order. Start with a ring lattice with N nodes in which every
node is connected to its ﬁrst K neighbours. In order to have a sparse but
connected network at all times, consider N 
 K 
 ln(N)
 1.
• Randomize. Randomly rewire each edge of the lattice with probability p
such that self-connections and duplicate edges are excluded.
To understand the coexistence of small path length and clustering, the behaviour
of the clustering coeﬃcient C(p) and the average path length l(p) as a function
of the rewiring probability p, have to be analyzed.
For a ring lattice l(0) ∼= N/2K 
 1 and C(0) ∼= 3/4. For this reason l
scales linearly with the system size, and the clustering coeﬃcient is large. On
the other hand, for p → 1 the model converges to a random graph for which
l(1) ≈ ln(N)/ln(K) and C(1) ≈ K/N . In this case, l scales logarithmically with
N and C decreases with N . These observations suggest that large C is always
associated with large l and small C with small l. On the contrary, Watts and
Strogatz found that there is a broad interval of p over which l(p) is close to
l(1) but C(p) 
 C(1). These small-world networks result from the immediate
drop in l(p) caused by the introduction of a few long-range edges. For small p,
each short cut has a highly nonlinear eﬀect on l, contracting the distance not
just between the pair of vertices that it connects, but between their immediate
neighbourhoods, the neighbourhoods of neighbourhoods and so on (Fig.3.3).
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Fig. 3.4. : Degree distribution of the Watts-Strogatz model for K = 3 and various
p [Barrat and Weigt, 2000].
In the Watts and Strogatz model for p = 0 each node has the same degree
K. Thus the degree distribution is a delta function centered at K. A nonzero
p introduces disorder in the network, broadening the degree distribution while
maintaining the average degree equal to K. The shape of the degree distribution
is similar to that of a random graph. It has a pronounced peak at K and decays
exponentially for large k (Fig.3.4). Thus the topology of the network is relatively
homogeneous, all nodes having approximately the same number of edges. This co-
existence of small L and large C is in excellent agreement with the characteristics
of real networks.
3.1.3 Algorithms on graphs: some deﬁnitions
A walk in a graph G = (V,E) is a sequence of vertices {v0, v2, ..., vn} such that
for all 0 ≤ i < n, (vi, vi+1) is an edge in G. The length of the walk {v1, v2, ..., vn}
is the number n. A path is a walk in which no vertex is repeated. As introduced
above, a graph G is connected if there is a path between all pairs of vertices i
and j of V (G). The diameter of a connected graph is the least integer D such
that for all vertices i and j in G, d(i, j) ≤ D, where d(i, j) denotes the distance
from i to j in G, that is, the length of a shortest path between i and j.
Fig. 3.5. : A pictorial example of a graph G1 with 5 nodes and 7 connections.
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For example, for computing the diameter of graphG1 in Figure 3.5: d(0, 1) = 1,
d(0, 2) = 1, d(0, 3) = 2, d(0, 4) = 2, d(1, 2) = 1, d(1, 3) = 2, d(1, 4) = 2, d(2, 3) =
1, d(2, 4) = 1 and d(3, 4) = 1. Furhthermore, for graphs d(x, y) = d(y, x), for all
vertices x and y.
There are two common computational representations for graphs called ad-
jacency matrices and adjacency lists. For a graph G of order n, an adjacency
matrix representation is a boolean matrix (often encoded with 0′s and 1′s) of
dimension n such that entry (i, j) is true if and only if the edge (i, j) is in E(G).
For a graph G of order n an adjacency lists representation is composed of n lists
such that the i-th list contains a sequence of the neighbours of vertex i of G.
Adjacency matrix for graph G1 is:⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
while an adjacency list is:
0 : 1 2
1 : 0 2
2 : 0 1 3 4
3 : 2 4
4 : 2 3
An empty list can occur. For a graph with n vertices and m edges, the ad-
jacency matrix representation requires O(n2) storage while the adjacency lists
representation requires O(m) storage. So for sparse graphs the latter is prefer-
able.
3.1.3.1 Graph searching
Two standard algorithms called breadth ﬁrst search (BFS) and depth ﬁrst search
(DFS) guide the search over the vertices of the graph.
In BFS we start at a vertex v and then go to the neighbours N1 of v, then
to the neighbours N2 of N1 that have not been visited and so on. The idea is to
process vertices Ni of distance i before processing the vertices of distance i + 1
or greater. The breadth search is repeated until all vertices which are reachable
from vertex v have been visited. In DFS we start at a vertex v but this time we
deeply search as far away from vertex v until we cannot visit any new vertices.
We then backtrack and try other neighbours missed along the search paths until
we have tried all possible routes. The DFS yields a rooted subtree of the graph
with the nice property that all edges not traversed in the search tree go up the
tree.
Two algorithms for computing shortest paths bewteen the edges have been
implemented by Dijkstra and Floyd, respectively. The shortest path problem is
the problem of ﬁnding a path between two vertices of a graph such that the
total weight of the edges on the path is minimized. These algorithms can also be
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applied to an unweighted graph to ﬁnd the path of minimum length by simply
treating it as a weighted graph with all edge weights equal (all set to 1). The
single-source shortest path problem is the problem of ﬁnding the shortest path to
all other vertices (or to 1 particular destination vertex) in the graph from a given
origin vertex. On an unweighted graph, this problem can be solved using breadth-
ﬁrst search. Dijkstra’s algorithm is a more sophisticated search that accounts for
the edge weights as it traverses the graph (still visiting each node only once).
To do this, for each node, a variable that tracks the distance of the node from
the origin along the shortest path found to it so far has to be memorized, in
addition to a pointer to keep track of the path. The initial assumtpion is that
each node is inﬁnitely far away, then the algorithm moves to the next closest
node and update the estimates from that point. The priorities of the vertices
are changing as the algorithm runs. Dijkstra’s algorithm solves this single-source
shortest paths problem in O(V 2) time.
A variant of the single-source shortest path problem is the all-pairs short-
est paths problem: ﬁnd a shortest path from u to v for every pair of vertices u
and v. This problem can be addressed with a dynamic programming formulation
resulting in the Floyd-Warshall algorithm. The algortihm considers the interme-
diate vertices of a shortest path, where an intermediate vertex of a simple path
p = v{v1, v2, ..., vl} is any vertex of p other than v1 or vl, that is, any vertex in the
set {v2, v3, ..., vl−1}. Floyd’s algorithm calculates the costs of the shortest path
between each pair of vertices in O(V 3) time. Running Dijkstra’s single source
algorithm V times with each vertex as the source in turn also ﬁnds all shortest
paths in O(V 3) time but Floyd’s algorithm is more direct. For a more detailed
description of these algorithms see [Cormen et al., 2001].
3.2 The probabilistic framework
Probabilistic models are suitable tools for handling with the diversity and the
complexity of biological data (protein sequences, DNA or RNA sequences). In
computational molecular biology there is large amount of data but little theory
and the goal is to extract useful information from a set of data D by building good
probabilistic models. The idea behind machine learning techniques is to automate
this process as much as possible, often by using very ﬂexible models characterized
by large numbers of parameters, and to let the machine “take care” of the rest.
While available sequence data are rapidly increasing, our current knowledge of
biology constitutes only a small fraction of what remains to be discovered. Thus,
in computational biology in particular, one must reason in the presence of a high
degree of uncertainty and problems are induction or inference problems: building
models for available data.
Many problems in biological sequence analysis have the same structure: based
on sequences, deﬁned as strings of symbols from an alphabeth with deﬁnite car-
dinality (20 for proteins and 4 for nucleic acids), ﬁnd out what the sequence
represents. For example, we tipically want to discover what protein family a
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given sequence belongs to. The Bayesian framework provides a strong underlying
foundation that uniﬁes the diﬀerent machine learning techniques. The Bayesian
approach assigns a degree of plausibility to any hypothesis or model.
In a general description, a probabilistic model M is an object able to generate
each sequence s with a probability P (s|M) which, for deﬁnition, satisﬁes the
usual conditions of positivity and normalisation:
0 ≤ P (s|M) ≤ (1) (3.8)
∑
s
P (s|M) = 1 (3.9)
The distribution of that probability, over the space of all the possible se-
quences, determines the model speciﬁcity: for a speciﬁc class, an ideal model
should generate with a high probability all and only the sequences of that class,
excluding the others. For a probabilistic model to be adopted for problem solving
in computational biology, an operative deﬁnition of the rules that are necessary
to calculate the P (s|M) value for each sequence should be given. In that sense,
a model is an object that associates to each sequence a real number. Further-
more, the application of a probabilistic model is limited to the class of models
for which algorithms for the estimation of parameters, starting from a set of
known sequences used as examples, are available. A probabilistic model trained
on a particular class of sequences, for example, is able to search in an overall
proteome of a speciﬁc organism, the sequences that are most likely to belong to
that class.
Another problem for which probabilistic models are suitable is the assignment
of a given sequence s to a class. In case of diﬀerent available models for the same
sequence, the most appropriate for describing the sequence has to be choosen.
This particular task requires the estimation of the so-called posterior probability
P (M |s) that, by means of the Bayes theorem, can be expressed as:
P (M |s) = P (s|M) · P (M)
P (s)
=
P (s|M) · P (M)∑
M ′ P (s|M ′) · P (M)
(3.10)
Thus, this latter problem requires an estimation of the a priori probability P (M
′
)
of the diﬀerent models M
′
, under the assumtpion that the set of models is com-
plete. In practice this can be done by computing the frequency of occurrence of
the sequences in each class described by the set of models M
′
. Once estimated
the probability of Eq.3.10, the discrimination problem can be solved choosing the
model with the highest probability.
3.2.1 The learning procedure
In a Bayesian framework, sequence models must be probabilistic. The learning
procedure aims to infer the parameters θ = θi of a model M that better describe a
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set of data D. The most commonly adopted strategy is to maximize the likelihood
of the parameters with respect to the considered data, namely the probability
P (D|θ,M), as a function of θ. This is commonly known as Maximum Likelihood
(ML) rule and it can be formally written as:
θML = argmaxθP (D|θ,M) (3.11)
where θML is the optimal set of parameters for ML. The parameters obtained
for ML are consistent. This means that if the set D is generated from a model
with parameters θ0, and if that data set is big enough, the parameters estimated
for ML tend to be equal to θ0. When the data set of examples is not suﬃciently
populated, this procedure can lead to a wrong estimation of parameters. In this
case, it is possible to take into consideration assumptions and knowledge on the
a priori distribution of the parameters, P (θ|M), by estimating, with the Bayes
theorem, the posterior probability of the parameters:
P (θ|D,M) = P (D|θ,M) · P (θ,M)
P (D|M) (3.12)
The maximization of the probability in Eq.3.12 is the Maximum (probability) A
Posteriori (MAP):
θMAP = argmaxθP (D|θ,M) · P (θ|M) (3.13)
The Bayesian approach is essentially concerned only with assessing the value
of models with respect to the available knowledge and data. It is not dircetly
concerned with the creative process of generating new hypothesis and models.
However, this assessment procedure is at the basis of the design of new models.
3.3 Markov chains and Hidden Markov Models
Markov models are a class of probabilistic graphical models that are widely
adopted because of their simple rules. In these models, each element of a se-
quence is generated with a probability that depends only on a ﬁnite number of
elements that come before that element in the considered sequence. This number
is called the order of the models and it determines the degree of approximation of
the model upon the sequences space. Formally, in a Markov model of order n, the
probability of generating the character in position t of the sequence s depends on
the string st−nst−n+1...st−1. Thus, the parameters of the model are the variables
a(γ−nγ−n+1...γ−1 → γ) = P (γ|γ−1γ−2...γ−n), γ, γ−1, γ−2, ..., γ−n ∈ A (3.14)
where A is the alphabet of characters that compose the sequence, with two extra
characters labeled as BEGIN and END. The following rules still hold:
0 ≤ a(γ−nγ−n+1...γ−1 → γ) ≤ 1 (3.15)
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∑
γ
a(γ−nγ−n+1...γ−1 → γ) = 1 (3.16)
A Markov model of order 0, in which the probability of generating a character
depends only on the character itself, can describe only the global composition of
a set of sequences; instead, a model of the ﬁrst order can deal with the statis-
tic of pairs of consecutive symbols, one of the second order with the groups of
three consecutive characters and so on. The highest is the order of the model,
the greater is the quantity of information that it can process. Nevertheless, this
growth in the information analyzed also corresponds to the rapid increase in the
number of parameters: if the alphabet has M symbols, the number of parame-
ters of the model is equal to the sum of all the possible combinations of n + 1
characters, that is Mn+1.
3.3.1 Parameters estimation (ML)
As introduced above, the Maximum Likelihood estimation of the parameters of a
Markov model consists in the computation, starting from the training set, of the
frequency of occurrence of each of the characters with each one of the possible
combinations of n characters before it.
a(γ−nγ−n+1...γ−1 → γ) = N(γ, γ
−1, γ−2, ..., γ−n)
N(γ−1, γ−2, ..., γ−n)
(3.17)
where N(γ) is the number of substrings γ in the training set. Therefore, the
growth in the order dimensionality is limited by the number of sequences available
for training and by the problems due to the statistical counting of the rare n-
tuples.
3.3.2 First order models
The simplest and non trivial Markov models are that of the ﬁrst order and they
can be described as a set of states connected with the probability of transition
aij between state i and state j. Each state has univoquely associated a character
from the alphabet: a path among the states generates a sequence. In Fig.3.6 it
is schematically represented a model for the description of DNA sequences. It is
composed of four states, corresponding to the four bases, completely connected
between them and of two extra states, BEGIN and END. Each arrow indicates
a transition probability.
3.3.3 Higher order models
In general, a model of order n on an alphabet A is equivalent to a model of the
ﬁrst order on the alphabet An of ordered n-tuples.
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Fig. 3.6. : First order Markov model for DNA sequences.
This equivalence holds because:
P (st|st−1st−2...st−n) = P (stst−1st−2...st−n+1|st−1st−2...st−n) (3.18)
Let us consider an alphabet of only two symbols A = {a, b} and a model of the
second order. Each sequence of characters from the alphabet A can be translated
in a sequence of characters of the alphabet A×A. For example:
a− a− b− b− a− b− a → aa− ab− bb − ba− ab− ba
Thus, the model of the second order can be mapped onto a model of the ﬁrst
order of Fig.3.7. In the latter some transitions cannot occur beacuse they have no
meaning under the point of view of the grammar that underlies the generation
of the sequences of A×A from the sequences of A.
Fig. 3.7. : Markov models of the ﬁrst and second order for sequences of a two-
characters alphabet. The second order model (on the left) can be reduced to a
ﬁrst order model with 4 states. It can be noticed that the number of transition
parameters increases.
3.3.4 Hidden Markov Models
The most commonly adopted probabilistic models in biological sequence analysis
are the Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). These models have been introduced
during the ’70s and they have been extensively exploited in the ﬁeld of “speech
recognition” and of the signals reconstruction.
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HMMs are probabilistic models in which sequences are generated from two
stochastic processes that cohexist. The ﬁrst one is a Markov model that, con-
sidering the observations made in the previous section and without any lack of
generality can be considered of the ﬁrst order. The second is the emission of one
character of the alphabet A from each state, following a probability distribution
that only depends on the state. A sequence is therefore generated by this latter
process together with a path among the states of the Markov model. In general,
what only the sequence can be observed, while the path that generated it remains
hidden. HMMs are Hidden models because they allow to interpret the observed
sequence as the result of a unknown Markov process.
3.3.4.1 Formal deﬁnition
If s is a generic sequence generated from the path π, an HMM is deﬁned by:
• a set of N states;
• a set of probabilities of transition between the states, {aij}, of cardinality
N2:
aij = P (π
t = j|πt−1 = i); (3.19)
• a set of probabilities of starting the Markov process from state i, {a0i}, of
cardinality N :
a0i = P (π
t = i|πt−1 = BEGIN); (3.20)
• a set of probabilities of ending the Markov process after state i, {ai0}, of
cardinality N :
ai0 = P (π
t = END|πt−1 = i); (3.21)
• an alphabet A of M characters;
• a set of probabilities of emission of the characters from each state, {ek(c)},
of cardinality M ·N :
ek(c) = P (s
t = c|πt = k). (3.22)
On the basis of the given deﬁntions it is possible to calculate, knowing a sequence
s of length L and the corresponding path π, their joint probability:
P (s, π|M) = a0π1 ·
L∏
t−1
aπtπt+1 · eπt(st) (3.23)
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3.3.5 The three fundamental problems of HMMs
The goal of the HMM theory is to solve three main problems, the evaluation
problem, the decoding problem and the problem of the training, whose solutions
have important applications.
3.3.5.1 The evaluation
Since the paths associated to the sequences are usually hidden, the problem of
ﬁnding a way to calculate the emission probability of the only sequence s from
the model M , P (s|M), is posed. Formally:
P (s|M) =
∑
π
P (s, π|M) (3.24)
The solution to this problem requires, in theory, the evaluation of the joint prob-
ability by means of Eq.3.23.
Given a model with N states completely connected and given a sequence of
length L, there are NL possible paths that can have generated it. This number
makes impossible the application of Eq.3.24 for the computation of P (s|M), with
the exception of short sequences. Thus, the evaluation problem consists in the
search of an eﬃcient algorithm whose execution time grows only polinomially
with the sequence length. Without such an algorithm HMMs will be mathemat-
ical tools without any practical utility. In the following a dynamic programming
technique that allows the formulation of suitable algorithms will be described.
3.3.5.2 The decoding
The second problem of HMMs concerns the search of the hidden part of the
model, that is, given a sequence, the path that generated it. Indeed, although
it is no longer possible to tell what state the system is in by looking at the
corresponding symbol, it is often the sequence of underlying states that we are
interested in. To ﬁnd out what the observation sequence “means” by considering
the underlying states is called decoding in the jargon of speech recognition. This
task, with the exception of few cases, can be addressed only in probabilistic terms.
The most common approach is the Viterbi algorithm, a dynamic program-
ming algorithm that looks for the path π∗ (Viterbi path) that has the highest
probability of having generated the sequence:
π∗ = argmaxπP (π|s,M) (3.25)
Following the above deﬁnition, also in this case Eq.3.24 should be computed
over all the possible paths. The dynamic programming implements an eﬃcient
algorithm also for dealing with the decoding problem, whose solution is at the
basis of the HMM design.
Indeed, if each state k of a model is associated to a label l(k), by deﬁning a
semantic, the decoding of the Viterbi path relative to a give sequence, corresponds
to an association between the sequence and a string of labels [Krogh A, 1994].
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Fig. 3.8. : HMM for secondary structure prediction. It includes the constraints on
the minimum sequence length of α-helix and β-strand.
In this way HMM performs a mapping. In Fig.3.8 is depicted a simple model
for the prediction of the secondary structure of a protein sequence. Each state
is associated to a secondary structure motif (α-helix, β-strand and coil) and the
Viterbi algorithm computes a probability (makes a prediction) for each residue
of the sequence. A fundamental property of the model, as can be seen from
the model in Fig.3.8, is that it includes, in its allowed transitions, a syntax that
reﬂects some prior knowledge on the system. This poses several constraints on the
predictions: any predicted α-helix can be shorter than 4 residues, any β-strand
shorter than 2.
The Viterbi algorithm is neither the only possible decoding algorithm nor the
recommended procedure when many diﬀerent paths have almost tha same prob-
ability as the most probable one (the Viterbi path).
In these latter cases, the posterior decoding can be adopted. Here, the path is the
set of states πt deﬁned as:
πt = argmaxkP (π
t = k|s,M) (3.26)
The posterior state sequence is the set of states that, position by position, have
the highest probability. Nevertheless, since the computation is independent for
each position, πt can contain transitions that are not permitted and that violate
the syntax of the model.
Another similar decoding approach arises when it is not the state sequence
itself which is of interest, but some othe property derived from it. This decoding
associates at each position the label with the highest probability λt:
λt = argmaxλ
∑
lk=λ
P (πt = k|s,M) (3.27)
Even in this case the respect of the syntax is not guaranteed.
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3.3.5.3 The parameter estimation
Probably, the most diﬃcult problem faced when using HMMs is that of speci-
fying the model in the ﬁrst place. There are two parts of this: the design of the
structure, that is what states there are and how they are connected, and the as-
signment of the transition and emission probabilities and of the set of parameter
values θ = {aij, ek(c)} of the model M that better describe the sequences of a
training set D. Just as it was easier to write down the probability of a sequence
when the path was known, so it is easier to estimate the probability parameters
when the paths are known for all the examples. When all the paths are known
we can count the number of times each particular transition or emission is used
among the sequence-path pairs of the training set. Let Aij be the number of
transitions between states i and j and Ek(c) be the number of emissions of the
character c from tha state k. Then, the ML estimators are:
aMLij =
Aij∑
j′ Aij′
(3.28)
eMLk (c) =
Ek(c)∑
c′ Ek(c
′)
(3.29)
The estimation in Eq.3.28 is exactly the same that for a simple Markov chain.
As always, ML estimators are vulnerable to overﬁtting if there are insuﬃcient
data. Indeed if there is a state k that is never used in the training set, the
estimation equations are undeﬁned for that state, because both the numerator
and denominator will have zero value. To avoid such problems it is preferable
to add predetermined pseudo-counts to Aij and Ek(c) before using Eq.3.28 and
Eq.3.29.
Aij = number of transitions i to j in training data + rij (3.30)
Ek(c) = number of emissions c from k in training data + rk(c) (3.31)
The pseudo-counts rij and rk(c) should reﬂect the prior biases about the proba-
bility values.
When paths are unknown for the training sequences, there is no longer a
direct closed-form equation for the estimated parameter values, and some form of
iterative procedure must be used. All the standard algorithms for optimization of
continuous functions can be used. However, there is a particular iteration method
that is standardly used, known as the Baum-Welch algorithm [Baum LE, 1972].
This is a particular case of a more general algorithm, known as Expectation
Maximization, that has a natural probabilistic interpretation and that will be
described in the following.
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3.4 Dynamic programming algorithms for HMMs
The solution to biological sequence analysis problems requires a search in the
space of all the possible solutions, whose dimension grows exponentially with
the length of the sequence studied. In some cases, it is possible to divide this
problems in smaller ones that are easier to solve and that can be recursively
concatenated to reach a global solution, in a time that grows only as a poli-
nomial function of the sequence length. This is possible thanks to a technique
called dynamic programming that is largely adopted in computational biology:
for example to the search of the optimal global alignment between two sequences
([Needleman and Wunsch, 1970], [Smith and Waterman, 1981], [Gotoh O, 1982]),
to the reconstruction of DNA sequences starting from the fragments obtained
with experimental sequencing tecnhiques [Anson and Myers, 1997], to the solu-
tion of the evaluation problem and also of the decoding one detailed in the next
paragraph.
3.4.1 The evaluation problem: the forward algorithm
The evaluation problem, as described above, consists in the eﬃcient computation
of the probability of emission of a sequence s from a model M , P (s|M). In the
dynamic programming approach, the evaluation of P (s|M) is the computation,
for each of the L positions (t) of the sequence and for each of the N states (k), of
the quantity fk(t) deﬁned as the probability of generating the partial observation
s1s2...st, ending in state k:
fk(i) = P (s
1s2...st, πt = k|M) (3.32)
This probability can be computed recursively:
P (s1s2...st, πt = k|M) =
∑
l
P (s1s2...st−1, πt−1 = l|M) · (3.33)
· P (πt = k|πt−1 = l) · P (st|πt = k)
From this expression is appears that fk(t) can be calculated using the fl(t − 1)
values, corresponding to the previous position (t− 1) in the sequence, multiplied
by the values alk and ek(s
t).
To take advantage of this recursive rule, an initialization condition should be
established, that comes from the fact that each sequence has to start from the
BEGIN state (labeled with 0). The evaluation problem is thus solved when all
the fk(L) quantities are known for the last position in sequence:
P (s|M) =
∑
l
P (s1s2...sL, πL = l|M) · P (πL+1 = END|πL = l) (3.34)
The second member of Eq.3.34 is the sum of all fk(L) multiplied by the relative
probabilities of ending the path after the state l.
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The algorithm can be summed up in three main steps:
• Inizialization
f0(0) = 1 (3.35)
fk(0) = 0 , ∀k = 0
• Recursion (t = 1, 2, ..., L)
fk(t) = ek(s
t) ·
∑
l
fl(t− 1) · alk (3.36)
• Termination
P (s|M) =
∑
l
fl(L) · al0 (3.37)
Fig. 3.9. : Representation of the forward algorithm. Each arrow represents the
product of an element of the matrix with the corresponding transition probability.
In the inizialization, all the elements in position 0 are null, with the exception
of the BEGIN. The deﬁnition of a matrix element requires the sum of all the
quantities corresponding to the in-arrows →, coming from the previous position
in the sequence and the product for the emission probability.
The algorithm is schematically represented in Fig.3.9, where it is highlighted
how the deﬁnition of each element in position i of the matrix f depends only
on the elements that correspond to the position (i − 1) in the sequence. This
algorithm is called forward, since the recurrence rule proceeds from the ﬁrst
to the last element of the sequence. The matrix f has N × L elements, each
one requires about 2N + 1 computations (sums and products). Therefore, the
computational complexity of the forward algorithm only increases linearly with
the sequence length.
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3.4.2 The evaluation problem: the backward algorithm
Together with the forward, another algorithm is able to eﬃciently calculate the
probability P (s|M). This is called backward algorithm, because, in this case,
the recursion rule proceeds from the end to the beginning of the sequence. The
quantity that deﬁnes the sub-problems in which the evaluation problem is di-
vided is bk(t), deﬁned as the probability of generating the terminal subsequence
st+1st+2...sL once visited the state k.
bk(t) = P (s
t+1st+2...sL|πt = k,M) (3.38)
The inizialization condition is given by the probability of transition to the END
state.
The recursion derives from the expression:
P (st+1st+2...sL|πt = k,M) =
∑
l
P (st+2st+3...sL|πt+1 = l,M) · (3.39)
· P (πt+1 = l|πt = k) · P (st+1|πt+1 = l)
The backward algorithm is described in the next three steps:
• Inizialization (t = L)
bk(L) = ak0 , ∀k (3.40)
• Recursion (t = L− 1, L− 2, ..., 1)
bk =
∑
l
bl(t + 1) · akl · el(st+1) (3.41)
• Termination
P (s|M) =
∑
l
bl(l) · a0l · el(sl) (3.42)
Also the computational time of the backward increases linearly with the sequence
length.
For instance, we can be interested what the most probable state is for a given
position s. More generally, we may want the probability that observation s came
from state k, given the observed sequence, that is P (πt = k|s,M). This is the
posterior probability of state k at time s when the emitted sequence is known.
Taking advantage from the computations of the matrices f and b:
P (s, πt = k|M) = P (s1s2...st, πt = k|M) · P (st+1st+2...sL|πt = k,M)
= fk(t) · bk(t) (3.43)
As a result:
P (πt = k|s,M) = fk(t) · bk(t)
P (s|M) (3.44)
The posterior path is thus reconstructed by choosing, for each position, the state
with the highest probability.
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3.4.3 The decoding problem: the Viterbi algorithm
Also the most probable path can be found recusively with dynamic programming
techniques. For each position, vk(t) is the probability of the most probable path
to generate the starting substring s1s2...st, ending in the state k. This path can
only be the result of one of the N most probable paths that produce the previous
substring s1s2...st−1, each ending in a diﬀerent state l. More precisely:
vk(t) = maxl(vl(t− 1) · P (πt = k|πt−1 = l) · P (st|πt = k)) (3.45)
The transition between the state l∗ that maximizes Eq.3.45 and the state k
determines the last step of the optimal path that generates s1s2...st and ends in
k. l∗ is stored in a variable, ptrk(t), called pointer and the pointers matrix allows,
after the computation of the overall v matrix, to reconstruct the Viterbi path π∗.
The inizialization, identical to the case of the forward and the other steps of the
Viterbi algorithm are the following:
• Inizialization (t = 0)
v0(0) = 1 (3.46)
vk(0) = 0 , ∀k = 0
• Recursion (t = 1, 2, ..., L)
vk(t) = ek(s
t) ·maxl(vl(t− 1) · alk) (3.47)
ptrk(t) = argmaxl(vl(t− 1) · alk) (3.48)
• Termination
P (s, π∗|M) = maxl(vl(L) · al0) (3.49)
π∗L = argmaxl(vl(L) · al0) (3.50)
• Reconstruction (t = L− 1, L− 2, ..., 1)
π∗t−1 = ptrπ∗t(t) (3.51)
The algorithm is represented in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11.
The computation of the matrix v is similar to that of matrix f in the forward
algorithm, with the substitution of the sum with the max function. The ﬁnal it-
eration, by deﬁnition, allows the computation of the joint probability of sequence
and path for the emission on the Viterbi path. The ptr matrix is also built, that
allows to reconstruct backwards the Viterbi path, or better the Viterbi paths,
since more than one can exist with the same probability (see Fig.3.11)
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Fig. 3.10. : The Viterbi algorithm. Each arrow represents the product of an ele-
ment of the matrix with the corresponding transition probability. The deﬁnition
of a matrix element requires the search of the maximum among all the quanti-
ties corresponding to the in-arrows →, coming from the previous position in the
sequence and its product for the emission probability.
Fig. 3.11. : The Viterbi algorithm. The matrix elements corresponding to the
maximum in-arrows (in red) are stored in the pointers matrix, indicated in the
ﬁgure with ←. Following the pointers starting from the END, the Viterbi path
(coloured in blu) is obtained. If more than one pointer comes from a given posi-
tion, as depicted in fugure, the Viterbi paths are more than one and all with the
same probability.
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3.4.4 The Posterior Viterbi decoding
Posterior-Viterbi (PV) decoding is based on the combination of the Viterbi and
posterior algorithms. After having computed the posterior probabilities, a Viterbi
algorithm is used to ﬁnd the best allowed posterior path through the model.
A related idea, speciﬁc for pairwise alignments, was introduced to improve the
sequence alignment accuracy [Holmes and Durbin, 1998]. In the PV algorithm,
the basic idea is to compute the path:
πPV = argmax{π∈Ap}
L∑
i=1
P (πi|O,M) (3.52)
where Ap is the set of the allowed paths through the model and P (πi|O,M) is
the posterior probability of the state assigned by the path π at position i (as
computed in the posterior algorithm case).
Deﬁning a function δ∗(s, t) equal to 1 if s → t is an allowed transition of
the model M, 0 otherwise; vk(i) as the probability of the most probable allowed
posterior path ending at state k having observed the partial O1, ..., Oi and pi
as the traceback pointer, the best path πPV can be computed using the Viterbi
algorithm:
• Inizialization
vB(0) = 1 vk(0) = 0, for k = B
• Recursion
vk(i) = maxs[vs(i− 1)δ∗(s, k)]P (πi = k|O,M)
pi(k) = argmax{s}[vs(i− 1)δ∗(s, k)]
• Termination
P (πPV |M,O) = maxs[vs(L)δ∗(s, END)]
πPVL = argmax{s}[vs(L)δ
∗(s, END)]
• Traceback
πPVi−1 = pi(π
PV
i ), for i = L, ..., 1
• Label assignment
Λi = λ(π
PV
i ), for i = 1, ..., L
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3.4.5 The Expectation Maximization algorithm and the training
problem
The Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm is the most eﬃcient one for the
otpimal parameters estimation of a probabilistic model, when the data available
for training oﬀer only an incomplete representation of the considered stochastic
problem [Dempster AP et al., 1977]. To demonstrate the EM algorithm utility to
HMMs, s is the sequence of observations and π is the data that the process lacks.
In the next section the Jensen theorem on convex functions, that is necessary to
demonstrate the results at the basis of the EM algorithm, is introduced.
A function f(x) is deﬁned as convex if:
f(ax0 + (1− a)x1) ≤ a · f(x0) + (1− a) · f(x1) , ∀ 0 ≤ a ≤ 1 (3.53)
that is, if given two points x0 and x1 in the function domain, the values of the
function in the intermediate points lie always under the segment that joins x0
and x1. From the deﬁnition in Eq.3.53, considering a stochastic variable x that
can assume the two values x0 and x1 and indicating with a the probability of
the point x0, it can be obtained that the value of the function, evaluated on the
expectation value x is always less or equal to the expected value of the values of
the function computed on the stochastic variable. This result can be generalized
for complete induction for any number of points, so that, if E[y] is the expectation
value of a discrete stochastic variable y distributed following a function p(y), for
all the convex functions f the Jensen theorem holds:
f(E[x]) ≤ E[f(x)] (3.54)
f(
∑
x
p(x)x) ≤
∑
x
p(x) · f(x) (3.55)
A fundamental result on the logarithm function can be derived from this expres-
sion. Since the function −log is convex, for each function q(x):
log(
∑
x
p(x)q(x)) ≥
∑
x
p(x) · log(q(x)) (3.56)
In particular, if q(x) is the ratio between two probability distributions p
′
and
p:
−
∑
x
p(x) · log p
′
(x)
p(x)
≥ 0 (3.57)
where the ﬁrst member is a quantity called, in information theory, relative en-
tropy of the distributions.
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The goal of the EM algorithm is to increase, and possibly maximize, the likeli-
hood of the parameters of a probabilistic model M with respect to a set of data
s, results of a stochastic process that involves an unknown process π. If {θ0} are
the current parameters of the model, we want to obtain a new set of parameters
{θ} such as:
logP (s|θ,M)− logP (s|θ0,M) ≥ 0 (3.58)
Introducing the hidden variables:
P (s|θ,M) = P (s, π|θ,M)
P (π|s, θ,M) (3.59)
And, passing to the logarithm representation:
logP (s|θ,M) = logP (s, π|θ,M)− logP (π|s, θ,M) (3.60)
Multiplying by the probability distribution of the hidden variable given tha actual
parameters, P (π|s, θ0,M) and summing up over all the values that the hidden
variable can assume:
logP (s|θ,M) =
∑
π
P (π|s, θ0,M) · (logP (s, π|θ,M)− logP (π|s, θ,M)) (3.61)
If we deﬁne an auxiliary function Q(θ|θ0), as the expectation value of the loga-
rithm of the joint probability of s and π over the possible values of the hidden
variable:
Q(θ|θ0) =
∑
π
P (π|s, θ0,M) · logP (s, π|θ,M) (3.62)
The expression to maximize is:
logP (s|θ,M)− logP (s|θ0,M) = Q(θ|θ0)−Q(θ0|θ0)− (3.63)
−
∑
π
P (π|s, θ0,M) · log P (π|s, θ,M)
P (π|s, θ0,M)
The third term of the second member of the previous expression is the relative
entropy of the distributions P (π|s, θ,M) and P (π|s, θ0,M) that is always posi-
tive.
As a consequence:
logP (s|θ,M)− logP (s|θ0,M) ≥ Q(θ|θ0)−Q(θ0|θ0) (3.64)
This inequality represents the core of the EM algorithm. Indeed, if it is possible
to calculate a set of parameters {θ0} such that the diﬀerence between the Q
functions is positive, this will increase the likelihood of the model with respect
to the data. In particular, the attention is on the values {θMAX} that maximize
that diﬀerence:
θMAX = argmaxθQ(θ|θ0) (3.65)
The algorithm has two main phases:
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• The computation of the expectation value Q(θ|θ0), staring from the param-
eters of the actual model
• The maximization of Q(θ|θ0) as a function of {θ} and the update of the
model
Starting from an initial hyothesis on the parameters of the model, these two
steps are iteratively applied till the convergence, when updating the parameters
do not further increase the likelihood. The algorithm, at each iteration, ensures
the achievement of a local maximum, instead of the global maximum likelihood.
Moreover, in some cases it is not possible to compute exactly the maximization
step, or at least to compute it in an eﬃcient and not time consuming way. In
these cases, the requirement of the maximization is no longer valid and we look
for a set of parameters that simply make positive the second member of Eq.3.64.
This latter conditions describes the algorithms generally known as generalized
EM algorithms ([Dempster AP et al., 1977], [Neal and Hinton , 1998]).
The EM algorithm is the most suitable one for training HMMs on a set of
sequences, if there is a lack of knowledge on the paths that generated them. This
paths are the hidden variables of the problem. In this case, the implementation of
the algorithm is known as Baum-Welch algorithm [Baum LE, 1972]. As already
described, the ﬁrst step consists in the computation of the expected value of
the logarithm of the joint probability of sequence and path over all the possible
paths, given the actual parameters of the model (Eq.3.62):
Q(θ|θ0) =
∑
π
P (π|s, θ0,M) · log(a0π1 ·
L∏
t=1
aπtπt+1 · eπt(st)) (3.66)
For simplicity, the sum over all the sequences of the training set is omitted by
considering only one sequence. Given a path, it contains a certain number of
transitions between the states i and j and a deﬁned number of emissions of a
character c from a state k. I indicate this numbers with Aij(π, s) and Ek(c, π, s)
respectively.
The argument of the logarithm in Eq.3.66 can be rewritten as:
Q(θ|θ0) =
∑
π
P (π|s, θ0,M) · (3.67)
· (
N∑
i=0
N∑
j=1
Aij(π, s) · log aij +
N∑
k=1
∑
c∈A
Ek(c, π, s) · log ek(c))
where, usually, N is the number of states and A the alphabet of characters. The
sum over all the possible paths involves, in the last expression, only Aij(π, s) and
Ek(c, π, s), thus their expectation values can be deﬁned:
Aij(s) =
∑
π
P (π|s, θ0,M) ·Aij(π, s) (3.68)
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Ek(c, s) =
∑
π
P (π|s, θ0,M) ·Ek(c, π, s) (3.69)
Again, rewriting Eq.3.67:
Q(θ|θ0) =
N∑
i=0
N∑
j=1
Aij(s) · log aij +
N∑
k=1
∑
c∈A
Ek(c, s) · log ek(c)) (3.70)
Summing up over all the sequences in the training set:
Q(θ|θ0) =
N∑
i=0
N∑
j=1
Aij · log aij +
N∑
k=1
∑
c∈A
Ek(c) · log ek(c)) (3.71)
where Aij and Ek(c) are the sums of Aij(s) and Ek(c, s) over all the sequences.
Aij and Ek(c) can be eﬃciently computed starting from the parameters of the
model. In this case, the maximization step can be achieved exactly. Operatively,
the second member in Eq.3.71 should be maximized, as a function of aij and
ek(c), following the constraints imposed on them. The computation is possible
thanks to the Lagrange multipliers technique, in which 2N new variables are
introduced, λk and μi, to satisfy the constraints. Thus, the function to maximize
now is:
f(aij , ek(c), λk, μi) =
N∑
i=0
N∑
j=1
Aij · log aij +
N∑
k=1
∑
c∈A
Ek(c) · log ek(c)−
− λk · (
∑
c∈A
ek(c)− 1)− μi · (
N∑
j=1
aij − 1) (3.72)
Imposing the partial derivatives to be equal to zero, we obtain the following
equations system:
∂f
∂aij
=
Aij
aij
− μi = 0 ∀ i, j ∈ {states} (3.73)
∂f
∂ek(c)
=
Ek(c)
ek(c)
− λk = 0 ∀ k ∈ {states}, ∀ c ∈ A
∂f
∂μi
=
N∑
j=1
aij − 1 = 0 ∀ i ∈ {states}
∂f
∂λk
=
∑
c∈A
ek(c)− 1 = 0 ∀ k ∈ {states}
For a N states HMM that emits on a alphabet A, this system of N · (N +A+2)
equations is solved by:
aij =
Aij∑N
j=1 Aij
(3.74)
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ek(c) =
Ek(c)∑
c∈AEk(c)
(3.75)
The computed parameters are positive and normalized. The expected values for
the number of transitions (Aij) and for the number of emissions (Ek(c)) can be
computed using the values of the matrices f and b adopted in the forward and
backward algorithms. Indeed, the expected number of transitions between the
states i and j for the emission of the character in position t of a sequence s is:
P (πt = j, πt−1 = i|s, θ,M) = 1
P (s|θ,M) · P (s
1s2...st−1, πt−1 = i|θ,M) · (3.76)
· P (πt = j|πt−1 = i, θ,M) ·
· P (st|πt = j, θ,M) · P (st+1st+2...sL|πt = j, θ,M)
=
1
P (s|θ,M)fi(t− 1) · aij · ej(s
t) · bj(t)
Summing over all the positions and over all the sequences of the training set:
Aij =
∑
s∈D
1
P (s|θ,M) ·
L∑
t=1
fi(t− 1) · aij · ej(st) · bj(t) (3.77)
Ek(c) can be computed with the same procedure:
P (st = c, πt = k|s, θ,M) = 1
P (s|θ,M) · P (s
1s2...st, πt = k|θ,M) · (3.78)
· P (st+1st+2...sL|πt = k, θ,M) · δ(st, c) ·
=
1
P (s|θ,M)fk(t) · bk(t) · δ(s
t, c)
where δ(st, c) is a function that assumes the value 1 only when st is equal to c.
Thus,
Ek(c) =
∑
s∈D
1
P (s|θ,M)
L∑
t=1
fk(t) · bk(t) · δ(st, c) (3.79)
As explained when discussing the three main problems of HMMs, the asso-
ciation of a label l(k) at each state k of an HMM allows to design predictors
that map a sequence s1s2...sL to a string of labels l1l2...lL. These predictors are
trained on pairs s− l of known associations. The training procedure substantially
remains that described in the previous sections, taking into consideration that
not all the paths between the states of a model are allowed to generate a sequence
of the training set, but only the paths coherent with the string corresponding to
the label of the sequence. For this reason, all the expected values are computed
only over the possible paths. The easiest way to do this is by computing the
matrices of the forward and backward algorithms, considering only these paths.
This means to ﬁx at zero, in the recursion expressions, the fk(t) and bk(t) values
when lt is diﬀerent from l(k) (the label of the position t is not the same of the
state k).
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Chapter 4
The eﬀect of backbone on the small-world
properties of protein contact maps
4.1 From protein structure to contact maps
Protein structures are described by the coordinates (CO-representation) of the
atoms that concur to constitute the macromolecule. For a protein with n atoms
we need 3n numbers (x,y and z coordinates for each atom) to specify its three-
dimensional (3D) structure. An alternative view is to consider the distance matrix
(DM). The distance matrix is a symmetric matrix that contains in its cells the
Euclidean distance between each pair of atoms. If the number of atoms is n we
need n2 elements. Since the matrix is symmetric (the distance between atoms i
and j is the same of that between j and i) the real number of needed elements is
only n(n− 1)/2. Both representations, namely the coordinates and the distance
matrix, are equivalent: one representation can be converted into the other. DM
can be computed from the CO-representation simply by evaluating the Euclidean
distance between each pair of atoms: values stored in the appropriate DM cell
uniquely identify the pair i and j. Conversely, to go from DM to CO is not so
trivial. There exists a Lagrange theorem [Havel TF, 1998] that states that once
that DM is diagonalized, the three eigenvectors that correspond to the three
highest eigenvalues are the coordinate axes (x, y and z). By projecting the DM
values on these three eigenvectors we obtain back the atom coordinates. Actually,
there are two solutions, but the chirality of the molecule routinely can help in
selecting the correct one [Havel TF, 1998].
The main advantage of adopting a DM representation, that has far more ele-
ments than the coordinate-based representation, arises when only a part of the
data is known, for example in low resolution NMR experiments. Another ad-
vantage of DM is that the protein is represented in a framework that automat-
ically incorporates translational and rotational invariance and this, in principle,
is more suitable for learning approaches. Quite often, in order to simplify the
protein representation, not all protein atoms are taken into account and residues
are considered as unique entities. In this case the distance matrix has a number
of rows (and columns) equal to the residue numbers.
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Fig. 4.1. : Contact map of protein HSP-60 protein fragment (PDB id: 1kid).
Each DM entry is then the distance between residue i and j. The distance
between two residues can be deﬁned in diﬀerent ways:
• The distance between a speciﬁc pair of atoms (such as CA-CA or CB-CB)
• The shortest distance among the atoms belonging to residue i and those
belonging to residue j
• The distance between the centres of mass of the two residues.
These choices provide enough information to build the protein backbone. Start-
ing from the protein DM and selecting an arbitrary distance cut-oﬀ, a further
simpliﬁed representation can be obtained: the protein contact map (CM). CMs
are binary symmetric matrices whose elements diﬀerent from 0 (and set to 1) rep-
resent the contacts between residues (black dots in the upper triangle of Fig.4.1).
In more details, given a DM and a deﬁned threshold T the corresponding CM
can be computed as:
CM [i, j] = 1 ifDM [i, j] < T (4.1)
CM [i, j] = 0 ifDM [i, j] ≥ T (4.2)
While the problem of reconstructing the protein coordinates from the DM
has a well known solution, there are not analogous theorems for CMs. How-
ever, some empirical applications have been built to address this issue. The ob-
tained results indicate that (at least for the tested proteins) it is possible to
reconstruct the CO-representations from CMs [Vendruscolo and Domany, 1999,
Bohr et al., 1993, Fariselli et al., 2001, Galaktionov and Marshall, 1994].
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CMs are more suited than DMs for learning problems, because their binary
nature can be regarded as a classical problem of a two-state classiﬁcation and this
has been thoroughly studied. There are several machine learning methods avail-
able to address the problem of the prediction of CM from the protein residue
sequence [Baldi and Brunak, 2001]. Moreover, it has been shown that the em-
pirical reconstruction algorithms are quite insensitive to high levels of random
noise in CMs, so that for reconstructing the 3D structure of the protein it is
not necessary to correctly predict all contacts [Vendruscolo and Domany, 1999,
Bohr et al., 1993, Fariselli et al., 2001].
On the other hand, there is no theory on CMs that can help to deﬁne the
limits and the strength of this representation. For instance, the eﬀect of the con-
tact threshold on the information content is not theoretically assessable. For this
reason diﬀerent researchers adopt diﬀerent protein representations and contact
thresholds. Moreover, CM prediction is an intrinsically not local problem. Also,
this is a very diﬃcult problem to deal with, since a contact between two residues
poses constraints on the feasibilities of all other contacts. The implemented algo-
rithms to reconstruct protein structure starting from CM prove that for a wide
range of distance cut-oﬀs the contact map is a good representation of the protein
backbone conformation. It is possible to reconstruct the structure in the best
cases with a deviation of less than 3 A˚.
After it was shown that it is possible to reconstruct protein structures from
their CMs, several researchers have been predicting contact maps starting from
protein sequence information. A possible approach is to learn the correlation
between sequence and CM using machine learning tools.
In this respect several methods have been introduced: neural networks that ex-
ploit multiple sequence alignments [Fariselli et al., 2001], [Punta and Rost, 2005],
Hidden Markov Models [Shao and Bystroﬀ, 2003], support vector machines -
[Zhao and Karypis, 2003], genetic programming [MacCallum, 2004] and recur-
rent neural networks [Pollastri and Baldi, 2002].
In the following I will present a study on protein contact maps regarded not
only as symmetric matrices but as graphs. Actually, CM is the representation of
a graph as an adjacent matrix, where the contacts are the edges and the residues
are the nodes. It is also useful to distinguish between short-range and long-range
contacts. The distinction between short-range and long-range contacts is not due
to the type of the involved interaction, or to the spatial distance, but it is referred
to the relative sequence separation. Contacts between residues that are separated
less than a given number of residues S(S = |i − j|) are said to be short-range.
Conversely if the sequence separation is greater than S they are said to be long-
range. The choice of S is arbitrary, but it is commonly accepted that S ≤ 7− 10
represents short-range contacts, while S > 7− 10 represents long-range ones.
For applications in the ﬁeld of protein structure prediction and/or reconstruc-
tion from experimentally determined contact maps, it is very important to verify
whether the characteristic path length (L) and clustering coeﬃcient (C) of the
graph are indeed values that reveal characteristic features of protein contact
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maps. This may be particularly relevant in order to highlight constraints for the
prediction of protein contact maps.
4.2 Small-world and protein structures
As described in Chapter 2, small-world topology is an alternative graph topol-
ogy lying between random and regular network topologies. To describe their
characteristics, Watts and Strogatz [Watts and Strogatz, 1998, Watts DJ, 1999]
introduced two measures: the characteristic path length (or average path length)
L and the clustering coeﬃcient C. L is deﬁned as the number of edges in the
shortest path between two vertices, averaged over all pairs of vertices:
L =
2
N(N − 1)
i=1∑
N−1
N∑
j=i+1
Lij (4.3)
where Lij is the shortest path length between vertices i and j. L is a measure of
the network dimension. C in turn provides a measure of the average fraction of
neighbours of a given node which are also neighbours to each other. Formally C
is computed as:
C =
1
N
N∑
k=1
nk
Nk(Nk − 1)/2 (4.4)
where for the k-th node Nk is the number of its neighbours while nk is the
number of contacts among them. The normalization factor Nk(Nk − 1)/2 deﬁnes
the maximum number of possible connections among the Nk nodes. Regular
networks have large values of both L and C, while random ones have small L
and small C. Small-world graphs have small L but large C. L measures the
typical separation between two vertices in the graph (a global property) and C is
a measure of local clustering or cliquishness of a typical neighbourhood (a local
property) [Watts and Strogatz, 1998].
In recent years several network studies on proteins have emphasized the rele-
vance of the graph topology to shed light on protein function and dynamics. In
a seminal paper Vendruscolo et al. [Vendruscolo et al., 2002] showed for the ﬁrst
time the small-world behaviour of protein structure networks. The authors con-
sidered two residues as connected if the distance between their CA atoms is less
than a threshold distance ﬁxed at 8.5 A˚. By analyzing a data set of 978 represen-
tative proteins it was found that the average value of L is 4.1±0.9 and that of C is
0.58±0.04. These values were compared with those obtained for random and reg-
ular graphs. By assuming that K is the average number of links in the graph (the
average number of contacts in a protein) and N is the number of vertices, then
Lrandom ≈ lnN/lnK and Crandom ≈ K/N , Lregular is ≈ N(N +K−2)/2K(N−1)
and Cregular is ≈ 3(K − 2)/4(K − 1) [Dorogovtsev and Mendes, 2000]. Values
of 2.4±0.3 and 0.08±0.06 were reported for Lrandom and Crandom respectively.
Lregular and Cregular were 10.4±7.0 and 0.67±0.04, respectively.
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The small-world paradigm was adopted also for homopolymers obtained with
a contact map dynamics [Vendruscolo and Domany, 1999] and for atomic clus-
ters obtained with Lennard-Jones interactions with a Monte Carlo method
[Andricioaei et al., 2001]. In both cases the values of C and L were found similar
to those of proteins, indicating a small-world topology also for these systems.
It was therefore concluded that protein chain connectivity plays a minor role in
the small-world behaviour and that for a globular protein the small-world char-
acter would mainly arise from the overall geometry (surface to volume ratio)
[Vendruscolo et al., 2002].
Greene and Higman [Greene and Higman, 2003] made a distinction between
long-range and short-range interaction graphs in protein structures. They adopted
an all-atom representation of the proteins instead of the less informative CA sim-
pliﬁed representation and allowed a contact between two residues when at least
one pair of their atoms was within 5 A˚ from each other. By this, multiple links
between residues are allowed. The small-world property was analysed on a set
of 65 non redundant proteins divided in nine highly populated fold types repre-
senting the four SCOP protein classes: all-α, all-β, α/β, α+β. Interestingly, these
authors found a diﬀerence of the behaviour between what they called networks of
short-range and long-range contacts. Interactions are considered short-range or
long range if they occur between residues they have a separation < 10 residues or
≥ 10 residues, respectively. Long-range interaction networks do not show a small-
world topology and they are not scale-free but single-scale, with fast decaying
exponential tails in the degree distribution.
Scale-free networks are small world but small-world networks are not nec-
essarily scale-free [Barabasi and Albert, 1999]. In the protein world, contact
maps are not scale-free networks. A scale-free connectivity follows a power law
p(k) ≈ k−γ (where k is the number of links of a node and p is the probabil-
ity of a node to have k links). In a typical scale-free network 2≤ γ ≤3. The
distribution of both long and short-range contacts reveals a tendency to a bell-
shaped Poisson curve which is typical of random networks and not of scale-free
ones [Greene and Higman, 2003]. In Figure 4.2 I plotted the result of a study
on my data set of contact maps (described in the next section), conﬁrming the
non-scale-free behaviour of contact distribution.
By following the short and long-range contact distinction, I also computed
C and L values for my protein data set, apllying the Floyd-Warshall algorithm
(described in Chapter 3) to the shortest paths computation. The results are shown
in Figure 4.3, conﬁrming that long-range contacts can be modelled by a random
graph and that small world properties emerge only when the whole contact map
is considered.
Atilgan et al. [Atilgan et al., 2004], studying the small-world topology of a
signiﬁcant set of proteins, demonstrated that the core residues have the same
local packing irrespective of the protein length and provided an interesting link
with protein dynamics [Atilgan et al., 2007]. I found the same trend on my data
set (Fig.4.4).
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Fig. 4.2. : Residue contact distribution p(k).
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Fig. 4.3. : Distribution of the characteristic path length (L) as a function of the
clustering coeﬃcient (C). Black circles represent the complete protein contact
maps, grey triangles are protein long-range contacts while random networks are
labeled with black squares.
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Fig. 4.4. : Clustering coeﬃcient (C) as a function of the protein length (N).
According to the results of Bagler and Sinha [Bagler and Sinha, 2005], protein
structure networks exhibit small-world behaviour regardless of their structural
class (namely SCOP classiﬁcation [Murzin et al., 1995]), and tertiary structure,
even if all-α and all-β classes slightly diﬀer. A thorough investigation study re-
veals a marginal but consistent diﬀerence in the C index value of all-α and all-β
proteins. I show my results in Figure 4.5. When considering the average C values,
I found that they are 0.597 for all-α and 0.551 for all-β proteins, respectively.
These values conﬁrm the diﬀerence previously reported. This diﬀerence may be
due to the larger geometrical compactness of α-helices as compared to β-sheets.
The data set that we have analyzed contains 113 all-α proteins and 110 all-β
proteins.
All these researches were performed using diﬀerent protein representations,
such as all-atom distances between residues, or distances between the CA-atoms
as residue representatives, and weighted or un-weighted links ([Atilgan et al., 2004,
Bo¨de et al., 2007, Atilgan et al., 2007]).
However in spite of several eﬀorts it is still unclear whether the L and C values
typical of a protein set are due to the physical complexity of real proteins or may
be obtained also by other graphs. I veriﬁed that L and C values, computed
on random graphs and generated imposing constraints similar to those due to
collapsed necklaces, are nearly indistinguishable from those computed using the
real protein contact maps. This result supports the idea that the particular L and
C values of the proteins are due to the local geometrical interactions imposed by
the protein backbone in collapsed structures, rather independently of the protein
residue composition and secondary structure types. Furthermore, I will show that
these results are independent of the adopted protein representation.
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Fig. 4.5. : L-C plot for all-α proteins (black) and all-β proteins (grey). The two
crosses indicate the average values for the two groups.
4.3 The data set
To test the proposed hypothesis I used a signiﬁcant and non-redundant data set
of protein structures. In particular, I extracted from the PDB a subset of protein
structures that fulﬁl the following criteria:
• High-resolution structures (resolution <2.5 A˚ obtained with X-ray experi-
ments)
• Sequence length ≥ 40 residues
• No sequence redundancy (no sequence of the data set has a sequence iden-
tity ≥ 25% to any other sequence of the data set)
• No holes in the protein chains (I removed all the proteins whose structures
have incomplete coordinates)
After this procedure I ended up with 1753 protein chains that are included in my
data set.
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4.4 Protein representation and threshold cut-oﬀ
Among the diﬀerent protein representations the most widely adopted are those
based on carbon-alpha trace (CA-trace), carbon-beta (CB) and all-atom (without
taking into account the hydrogen atoms since they are not detected by X-ray
experiments). Of course the all-atom representation is the most accurate, since
it captures the essence of the physical contacts. Moreover it has been suggested
that for this representation the natural contact threshold is in the range of 4.5-
5 A˚, since this is the largest distance that does not allow insertion of water
molecules between two residues [Hinds and Levitt, 1992]. On the opposite side,
the CA-trace is the coarsest representation, since it is based only on the “cartoon-
like” information indicative of general protein structure shape. The strategy in
the following is therefore to compare these two extreme and diﬀerent protein
representations when measuring the C and L values (Eq. 4.3 and Eq. 4.4).
The most relevant point is to select the contact thresholds for comparing
the two representations. Considering the all-atom as the “master” representa-
tion (with its natural threshold 4.5-5 A˚), the selection of the corresponding CA
threshold can be obtained by computing the average Hamming distance (AHD)
between the contact maps calculated using the two representations on my data
set. The Hamming distance between two strings of equal length is the number of
positions with mismatching characters. Here, AHD is formally deﬁned as:
AHD =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Hd(CMall−atomi (TAA), CM
CA
i (TCA))
Mi
(4.5)
where the index i runs from 1 to N (the number of proteins in the data set),
CMRi (TR) is the contact map computed using the protein representation R (AA
= all-atom or CA) with the threshold distance TR. Hd(x, y) is the Hamming
distance between x and y maps and Mi is the number of elements of the i-th
contact map. In Figure 4.6 the resulting AHD as function of the CA-threshold
distance when the all-atom threshold is set to 5 A˚is reported. I found that AHD
reaches its minimum for a value corresponding to the CA-threshold of 7 A˚. This
threshold is still the minimum AHD value for each all-atom thresholds set in the
natural range of 4.5-5 A˚.
Using the all-atom threshold of 5 A˚and the one that minimizes the AHD
for the CAs (7 A˚), we computed the L and C values for both representations,
together with the corresponding regular and random graphs. In Figure 4.7 the
results show that with this choice of the CA threshold the two average values
are exactly the same (CA: C=0.56±0.03, L=5.3±1.4; all-atom: C=0.56±0.04,
L=5.3±1.4). The random L and C values were obtained with a theoretical model
[Dorogovtsev and Mendes, 2000], Crand ≈ K/N , Lrand ≈ lnN/lnK, where N is
the number of vertices and K is the average number of neighbours of the graph.
The regular C and L values were obtained with the following approximation
Creg ≈ 3(K−2)/[4(K−1)], Lreg ≈ N(N+K−2)/[2K(N−1)]. (Crand=0.05±0.03,
Lrand=2.6±0.3, Creg=0.64±0.01, Lreg=14.9±8.7).
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Fig. 4.6. : Average Hamming distance as a function of the CA-threshold distance
when the all-atom one is set to 5 A˚.
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Fig. 4.7. : Characteristic path length (L) and clustering coeﬃcient (C) for the
protein contact maps computed using CA-representation (threshold set to 7 A˚,
C=0.56±0.03, L=5.3±1.4) and all-atom representation (threshold set to 5 A˚,
C=0.56±0.04, L=5.3±1.4), with respect to the corresponding values obtained
for random and regular graphs.
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Fig. 4.8. : Characteristic path length (L) and clustering coeﬃcient (C) as a func-
tion of the diﬀerent threshold cut-oﬀs (6-12 A˚) for the CA representation.
This ﬁnding indicates that, at least for the small-world graph properties, the
diﬀerent representations are equivalent, provided that the contact threshold that
minimizes the AHD is selected. On the other hand computing C and L values
using diﬀerent thresholds on the same protein representation (CA in Fig.4.8),
there are visible diﬀerences, indicating that the choice of the contact threshold
may lead to diﬀerent L and C values.
4.5 The eﬀect of the protein backbone
From the results shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 and from the literature it
is clear that, for any undirected graph, it is possible to determine whether the
computed L and C values fall in the small-world region, like real proteins. It
is then relevant to investigate whether it is possible to build graphs that are
randomly generated and at the same time are protein-like in terms of L and C
numbers.
A major characteristic of a protein is its backbone connectivity. Previous
studies have been shown that a great portion of the contribution to the con-
tacts in the ﬁrst coordination shell is actually due to the chain connectivity
[Atilgan et al., 2004]. In my representation, giving the chosen threshold, pre-
serving this property means to preserve the contacts included in the ﬁrst two
diagonals of the matrix, namely {i, i+ 1} and {i, i+ 2}. The resulting graph de-
scribes a two-dimensional lattice, with L and C values clustering in the regular
region. Obviously neither real nor randomized protein graph has this property.
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Fig. 4.9. : Characteristic path length (L) and clustering coeﬃcient (C) of the
real contact maps (real have C=0.56±0.03, L=5.3±1.4) with respect to Random
(randomizing all contacts), Shuﬄed (the randomly generated contact maps using
complete uncorrelated shuﬄing) and RandomNN the randomly assigned locally
correlated contacts (C=0.55±0.03, L=5.0±0.8).
There are many ways of generating random contact maps starting from the real
contact map of a protein [Atilgan et al., 2004]. I will show that three diﬀerent
randomization procedures aﬀect to diﬀerent extents the ﬁnal L and C values of
the obtained randomized sets.
• A ﬁrst very simple way to generate random contact maps from the real ones
is just by randomly shuﬄing the original contacts. However by adopting this
procedure also all the contacts of the protein backbone are destroyed and,
as expected, the ﬁnal L and C values cluster in the typical random region
(Random in Fig.4.9).
• A second naive way is to keep the backbone contacts while randomizing
the edges. This can be done maintaining the contacts generated by the
backbone covalent structure (deﬁned by residues in the diagonals {i, i+1}
and {i, i+2} of the contact matrix) and shuﬄing all the remaining contacts
in the map. This random-shuﬄing procedure is indicated with Shuﬄed in
Fig.4.9).
• However, even this second randomization strategy does not take into ac-
count the backbone-induced correlation. Think of a necklace: bringing to-
gether two pearls i and j, then the connecting thread brings also into prox-
imity the pearls that are close in sequence to i and j. This is also true for
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collapsed protein structures and it leads to a correlation between nearest
neighbours with a general higher probability of forming contacts among
residues that are near in sequence than those far apart. This randomiza-
tion procedure that takes into consideration nearest neighbours is labeled
RandomNN (in Fig.4.9). With these constraints, for each real protein con-
tact map a large number of random contact maps has been generated, by
keeping the number of vertices of each real protein contact map and by:
1. assigning contacts to the ﬁrst two diagonals (this are simply the back-
bone contacts equal for any protein folding type, this ensures the back-
bone connectivity)
2. randomly selecting a pair of residues i and j with a probability that
linearly decreases with their sequence distance (deﬁned as |i− j|)
3. taking as contacts all the 9 residue pairs generated by the ﬁrst nearest
neighbours (which are the Cartesian product of {i− 1, i, i+1}× {j −
1, j, j + 1}).
This last procedure is iterated until the number of contacts in the random
graph is close (±8 edges) to those of the corresponding real protein. The Ran-
domNN procedure generates random graphs that take into consideration the basic
constraints due to the backbone connectivity. It has been already demonstrated
that random contact maps are unlikely to represent physical protein structures
[Vendruscolo et al., 1999], and this should hold also for the RandomNN graphs.
Furthermore, I also tested if the RandomNN contact maps represent physical
objects by submitting them to a recently developed method that reconstructs pro-
tein three-dimensional structures starting from contact maps [Vassura et al., 2007].
None of the tested RandomNN contact maps was reconstructed without errors,
as opposed to a real protein. In Figure 4.10, an example of a randomly generated
contact map with respect to a real contact map of the same dimension and with
the same number of contacts is reported. Even though the two maps in the Figure
are clearly diﬀerent, they are indistinguishable in terms of computed L and C
values.
By adopting the described RandomNN procedure, I built over 3000 undirected
graphs from the real protein contact maps (1753) and I measured the average L
and C for the two groups. The results are reported in Figure 4.9. It is evident that
real contact maps are similar to the RandomNN ones, supporting the hypothesis
that backbone constraints play a fundamental role in determining the small-world
properties. This is in agreement with the fact that the shortest characteristic path
length computed from reduced networks by screening long-range contacts in a
hierarchical manner, maintains the protein-like qualities for a large number of
broken contacts [Atilgan et al., 2007].
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Fig. 4.10. : An example of real protein contact map (PDB code 1amx) is shown
in the upper triangle with respect to a randomly generated one computed by
assuming a RandomNN procedure (rules 1-3) as detailed in the text (lower tri-
angle).
4.6 Discussion
I demonstrated that the small-world behavior of inter-residue contact graphs is
conditioned by the backbone connectivity. In particular, it appears that the char-
acteristic path length (L) and clustering coeﬃcient (C) are not useful quantities
for “protein ﬁngerprinting”, since L and C values computed for RandomNN-
generated contact maps are indistinguishable from those of real proteins. This
ﬁnding can also explain that:
i) when the short-range contacts (sequence distance < 10 residues) are re-
moved, the corresponding L and C values became indistinguishable from
those of random graphs [Greene and Higman, 2003]
ii) when the long-range contacts of proteins are screened in a hierarchical
manner, the shortest path lengths of the reduced networks are preserved
for a large number of broken contacts [Atilgan et al., 2007]
iii) collapsed structures of homopolymers have C and L values similar to those
of real protein structures [Vendruscolo et al., 2002].
Finally, I also showed that my results are independent of the protein repre-
sentation adopted, since I demonstrated that two very diﬀerent protein represen-
tations (such as CA-trace or all-atom) are indistinguishable in terms of network
properties, providing that correct corresponding thresholds are selected.
Chapter 5
Improving coiled-coil prediction with
evolutionary information
5.1 Coiled-coils
The coiled-coil is a common protein structural motif [Lupas A, 1996] known to
mediate the oligomerization of a large number of proteins [Parry et al.,2008]. Its
structure is characterized by two or more α-helices that wrap around each other
to form a rope-like structure [Gruber and Lupas, 2003]. Their history is as long
as the DNA history, since in 1953 both Francis Crick and Linus Pauling proposed
the ﬁrst model of supercoiled helices. Nevertheless, although these observations
occurred about 60-80 years ago their impact have only been appreciated in quite
recent times.
From an experimental point of view, the most famous X-ray diﬀraction mea-
surements were made on ﬁbrous proteins that became known as the keratin-
myosin-epidermin-ﬁbrinogen (k-m-e-f) class. The measures were performed by
William Astbury, a student of Sir William Bragg at the University of Leeds (UK).
Each diﬀraction pattern displayed similar features: a meridional reﬂection with
a spacing of 0.515 nm and a group of equatorial/near equatorial reﬂections at a
radial spacing of about 0.98 nm (Fig.5.1). These features specify what became
known as the “α-pattern”. Later, a third meridional reﬂection with a spacing of
0.15 nm was added by Perutz.
This pattern, named α-form, became the focus of particular attention after a
similar diﬀraction pattern was obtained for the two globular proteins myoglobin
and hemoglobin. This ﬁnding showed that this α-form generally occurred in pro-
teins, which raised hopes that it would provide the key to a general model for
the polypeptide chain.
After exploring possible systematic ways in which a protein chain could fold
Pauling proposed two structures, one of which was termed the α-helix. This was
predicted to have 3.6 residues per turn and an axial rise per residue of 0.15 nm.
Much of the rigidity of the α-helix, now known to be right-handed, arose from
the bracing provided by three distinct strands of hydrogen bonds of the type
C=O· · ·H-N formed between main chain atoms. Each of these hydrogen bonds
lies approximately parallel to the axis of the helix.
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Fig. 5.1. : On the left, X-ray diﬀraction pattern from a lock of Mozarts hair taken
by W.T. Astbury in 1958 (from The Brotherton Collection, Leeds University
Library, UK). On the right, X-ray pattern from α-keratin showing the very sharp
0.51 nm meridional arc and complex of equatorial and near-equatorial maxima at
a lateral spacing of 0.98 nm. Near-equatorial layer lines having an axial spacing
of about 7 nm are associated with the pitch length of the coiled-coil and are
indicated by horizontal arrows [Parry et al.,2008].
Since the α-helix was generally believed to be only marginally stable in water, it
was thought that assembly into larger groupings would be favoured.
The calculated X-ray diﬀraction pattern of the α-helix contained many of the
features that were observed in the α-form from the k-m-e-f family. In particular,
the 0.15 nm meridional reﬂection corresponding to the axial rise per residue was
expected as was a 0.98 nm maximum on the equator arising from the separation
of the α-helices. What was not accounted for, however, was the observation of
a 0.515 nm meridional reﬂection and a non-observed but nonetheless predicted
oﬀ-meridional reﬂection on a layer line with a spacing of 0.54 nm. In several
papers Crick showed quantitatively that all of the experimental observations were
compatible with an α-helical structure provided that several α-helices assembled
together in such a manner that each was tilted and coiled around one another
with an opposite hand to that of the individual α-helices. This generated a multi-
stranded structure now known as the α-helical coiled-coil (Fig.5.2).
The Crick’s model is characterized by a knobs-into-holes packing of the
side-chains and requires a repeating pattern of seven residues over two heli-
cal turns (7/2) with an antiparallel supercoil of the helices. This model be-
came the most popular one because of its complete mathematical descrip-
tion [Gruber and Lupas, 2003]. The canonical heptad repeat is routinely rep-
resented in the form [abcdefg]n, where about 70–75% of the residues in a and
d positions are hydrophobic residues (such as leucine, isolecucine and valine)
[Conway and Parry, 1990], resulting in a hydrophobic stripe that spans each he-
lix. Despite of the simplicity of its conformation, the coiled-coil motif contributes
to a broad range of functions arising from its peculiar three-dimensional arrange-
ment.
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Fig. 5.2. : (a) Schematic representation of the positions around the two α-helices
in a two-chain heptad coiled-coil of the amino acids in the a to g positions.
(b) Two superimposed radial nets of the tropomyosin chain, which was the ﬁrst
ﬁbrous protein sequence determined. Adjacent to the line of contact between
the two chains (dashed line) there is a high concentration of apolar residues
ﬁtting together with knob-into-hole packing. (c) Representation of a heptad (left-
handed) two-chain coiled-coil where each amino acid has been represented by a
circle [Parry et al.,2008].
Whereas Crick presented a rigorous model based on one periodicity (7/2) and
backed by equations, Pauling envisaged a broader set of sequence periodicities
(4/1, 7/2 and 15/4), leading to supercoils with senses of twist both the same
and opposite to those of the constituent helices. His supercoils also included a
structurally bundle of six helices coiling around a straight seventh helix. None
of his arguments were converted into quantitative parameters and side-chain
packing played no part in his considerations. Indeed, in his model, supercoiling
was not a result of side-chain packing but of coiled-coil sequences being formed by
exact sequence repeats, which caused periodic ﬂuctuations in backbone hydrogen-
bond lengths. Unfortunately, his work did not achieve the impact of Cricks one
and its contents were mostly forgotten with time. However in 1960, the ﬁrst high-
resolution structure of the protein myoglobin provided the ﬁnal conﬁrmation of
the α-helix, but the helices were arranged without any obvious regularity. In
addition, the packing of their side-chains did not follow the knobs-into-holes
model, but a less regular packing that became known as “ridges-into-grooves”.
Direct conﬁrmation of the coiled-coil model had to wait until the determination
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of the tropomyosin sequence in 1974, which displayed the hydrophobic heptad-
repeat pattern unbroken from N to C terminus, and the structure of inﬂuenza
hemagglutinin in 1981, which proved the knobs-into-holes packing model. At this
point, Cricks model of left-handed coiled-coils built on heptad repeats became
canonical.
It was gradually recognized that the Cricks equations were describing an ideal-
ized situation. As more coiled-coil proteins were sequenced, the unbroken heptad
repeat pattern of tropomyosin became an exception: other sequences were less
regular and contained various discontinuities. Two common discontinuities, skips
(insertions of one residue into the heptad pattern) and stutters (insertions of
four residues), were identiﬁed, but their prevalence in coiled-coils, together with
a third discontinuity called stammer (insertion of three residues) was only shown
much later. Also, coiled-coils were discovered in which the basic periodicity dif-
fered globally. Eﬀorts to interpret discontinuities in structural terms (i.e. back-
bone conformation and side-chain packing) subsequently led to the recognition
that some coiled-coil sequences were more suitably described by patterns other
than the heptad repeat.
Stutters and stammers break the heptad periodicity disrupting the knobs-
into-holes packing. In a canonical coiled-coil the hydrophobic core is formed by
the regular interlocking of residues in positions a and d (a layers and d layers)
in a parallel structure and by the interlocking of these layers in an antiparallel
structure (Fig.5.2). The eﬀect of stutters is to shift residues in position a towards
the center of the core, which results in a geometry called an x layer, while they
shift residues in position d out of the core and the residues that follow towards
position a, resulting in a ring of interacting residues around a central cavity (da
layer). The situation for stammers is analogous, except that residues in position
d yield the x layers and the da layers are formed by residues in positions d
and a. In both cases, the knobs-into-holes packing is transformed locally into a
knobs-to-knobs interaction.
Generally speaking, sequences that combine hydrophobic patterns of three
and four residues are likely to be compatible with the basic coiled-coil struc-
ture, while sequences alternating patterns (three then four residues) yield knobs-
into-holes packing and succeeding repeating patterns (three then three or four
then four residues) knobs-to-knobs packing. Combinations of these basic patterns
might lead to an astounding structural diversity, even in closely related proteins
(Fig.5.3).
Presently, several examples of coiled-coil structures are known with atomic res-
olution and are deposited in the PDB [Berman HM et al., 2000]. Furthermore,
thanks to Murzin and co-workers’ eﬀorts, the annotation of the SCOP database
[Murzin et al., 1995] actually represents a useful source of information. SCOP
contains manually annotated coiled-coil domains that are labelled with the spe-
ciﬁc class identiﬁer h.
Another relevant step of the coiled-coils structural annotation was the develop-
ment of SOCKET [Walshaw and Woolfson, 2001], an algorithm that recognises,
starting from the protein structure, the canonical knobs-into-holes side-chain
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Fig. 5.3. : Periodicities of coiled-coil proteins: parallel and antiparallel coiled-coil
structures with heptad and non-heptad periodicities.
packing motif and that is able to distinguish coiled-coils from the great majority
of helix-helix packing motifs observed in globular domains. To achieve this, all
residues are represented by a centre of mass. A side-chain is classed as a knob if
it contacts four or more side-chain centres within a speciﬁed packing cut-oﬀ. The
nearest four side-chains were taken as the corresponding hole. Packing cut-oﬀs
were determined empirically by analyzing several classical coiled-coils of diﬀer-
ent oligomer states and orientations and also on some non-coiled-coil α-helical
domains. 7.0 A˚ and and 7.4 A˚ are therefore used as cut-oﬀs for the evaluation of
the PDB. SOCKET has also been recently adopted to deﬁne a periodic table of
coiled-coil structures ([Moutevelis and Woolfson, 2009], [Testa et al., 2009]).
5.2 The state of the art in coiled-coil prediction
So far, a number of computational methods have been implemented to identify
coiled-coil sequences and to predict coiled-coil regions. Since the heptad repeat
is the most informative constraint [Parry et al.,2008], all the methods were pa-
rameterized on the basis of the heptad module.
The ﬁrst and widely-used COILS ([Lupas et al., 1991], [Lupas A, 1996]) ex-
ploits the residue frequencies computed on the heptads of the experimentally-
determined structures known at that time. PAIRCOIL [Berger et al., 1995] and
the retrained version PAIRCOIL2 [McDonnell et al., 2006] are based on pair-
wise residue correlations. MULTICOIL extends PAIRCOIL to the identiﬁcation
of three-stranded coiled-coils too [Wolf et al., 1997]. All these methods are sub-
stantially based on the amino acid propensities stored in the Position Speciﬁc
Scoring Matrix (PSSM). The PSSM stores the seven position (corresponding
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to the heptad) speciﬁc propensities for the 20 amino acids. Every propensity is
given by the ratio of the frequency in a given heptad position to the background
frequency of the same amino acid. Two scoring matrices, MTK and MTIK are
widely used [Lupas et al., 1991, Lupas A, 1996].
HMMs have become a standard technique in sequence analysis. In Chap-
ter 3, the HMMs consistent probabilistic framework and the diﬀerent good
algorithms known for their application [Durbin et al., 1998] were described.
Single-sequence based Hidden Markov Models were also developed to address
the coiled-coil prediction: MARCOIL [Delorenzi and Speed, 2002] and CCHMM
[Fariselli et al., 2007].
It is very well known that evolutionary information in the form of se-
quence proﬁle routinely increases the overall accuracy of a predictive method
[Rost and Sander, 2003]. However, it is interesting to note that only the COILS
method was so far modiﬁed to exploit evolutionary information. The proﬁle-based
version PCOILS [Gruber et al., 2005] substitutes sequence-proﬁle comparisons
with proﬁle-proﬁle comparisons.
In this part of my work I introduced, for the ﬁrst time in this ﬁeld, a Hid-
den Markov Model that exploits evolutionary information for discriminating
coiled-coil sequences and for locating coiled-coil residues within sequences. The
ﬁrst development of a sequence-proﬁle-based HMM was successfully designed
[Martelli et al., 2002] for predicting and discriminating β-barrel membrane pro-
teins. Furthermore, I expanded a recent comparative analysis of coiled-coil pre-
diction methods [Gruber et al., 2006] by testing the available methods on a new
blind structurally-determined data set and by scoring them on the basis of per-
residue, per-segment and per-protein indices.
5.3 The data set
The only annotated data set publicly available created for developing a predictor
is the data set of protein sequences selected for the MARCOIL implementation.
However, the same MARCOIL authors stated that the coiled-coil annotations in
their database are not reliable [Delorenzi and Speed, 2002].
For this reason, I followed the prescription suggested by Lupas and co-workers
[Gruber et al., 2006] by adopting as a safer and more impartial set with respect to
those used in literature the intersection between SCOP and SOCKET. I generated
my data set of experimentally-determined coiled-coil structures following this
suggestion and considering only the intersection between the SCOP coiled-coil
class and the output of the SOCKET program. Thus, I selected the protein
structures on the basis of the following steps:
1. I downloaded SCOP (release 1.69) and I selected all the structures classiﬁed
as belonging to coiled-coil class (class h)
2. Each structure selected at point 1, was then processed with the SOCKET
program that automatically identiﬁes coiled-coil motifs.
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To identify the contacts a packing cutoﬀ of 7.4 A˚ has been chosen. If no coiled-coil
segments were predicted by SOCKET the structure was discarded. The annota-
tion was thus obtained using the sequence segments labelled by SOCKET as
coiled-coil regions. When SOCKET detected overlapping segments in a given
position of a sequence (due to the multiple contacts of coiled-coils in three-
dimesional structure),the coiled-coil domain has been deﬁned as the union of
all the coiled-coil segments.
Furthermore, I also excluded:
- protein structures with holes in the coordinates
- protein structures with sequence length shorter than 30 residues
- protein structures with coiled-coil domains shorter than 9 residues.
Following this procedure I collected a structurally annotated data set of 558
protein chains (S558).
In order to test the diﬀerent methods on a blind set, I selected from S558 a
subset of 239 protein chains (S239) with sequence identity <30% with respect
to the sequences of the MARCOIL data set. With the exception of PAIRCOIL2,
all the other methods were trained before MARCOIL was implemented, and
therefore the S239 data set can be considered a reliable blind testing set also
for the previous methods. The S239 data set contains 23,998 residues, among
which 6,851 belong to coiled-coil regions (about 30%). The complete S558 data
set contains 63,860 residues with 16,974 coiled-coil residues (about 27% of the
overall data set).
Finally, a data set that do not contains coiled-coil domains according to SCOP
and SOCKET has also been selected starting from the Astral SCOP (release 1.69)
which contains sequences with less than 40% identity. The selected sequences have
been processed with SOCKET (7.4 A˚ packing cut-oﬀ) and all the sequences for
which the program detected at least one coiled-coil residue were removed from
the data set. All the sequences similar (<25% identity) to one of the MARCOIL
negative set were also ﬁltered out. I also checked the corresponding entries of
the PDB in order to further remove all the structures annotated as coiled-coil
or coiled-coil related. Finally, the remaining sequences were clustered ﬁxing the
sequence identity threshold to 25% and a representative for each cluster was
chosen. The negative data set consists of 1,139 proteins sequences (S1139).
In the following I will refer with S1378 to the data set composed of the S239
and the S1139 data sets that has been adopted for evaluating the performance
of the method in discriminating coiled-coil sequences from sequences that do not
contain them.
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Fig. 5.4. : Automaton representation of the CCHMM PROF Hidden Markov
Model. The allowed transitions are indicated with the arrows. The states in-
side the two coiled-coil boxes (H, a, b, c, d, e, f, g) are fully-connected but for
sake of clarity only the most probable transitions are indicated.
5.4 The Hidden Markov Model (CCHMM PROF)
The model I designed is depicted in Figure 5.4. CCHMM PROF consists of three
background states, labelled with L0, L1 and L2, which model the connections
between coiled-coil segments. These three states share the same emission proba-
bilities and they are therefore tied. Moreover, the HMM has two coiled-coil boxes
in order to consider diﬀerent transition probabilities for sequences that contain
both one and two or more coiled-coil segments. Each box has a background state
H that accounts for the non-heptad coiled-coil periodicities, such as skips, stut-
ters and stammers [Gruber and Lupas, 2003, Lupas and Gruber, 2005].
The box includes eight coiled-coil states which are fully connected and whose
transition probabilities are initialized so that the heptad order is favoured: the
probability to follow this order is close to one while the other transitions have a
probability close to zero. The states within the two boxes that correspond to the
same repeat type are also tied. A similar model, taking however single protein
sequence as input, was ﬁrst proposed by Fariselli et al. [Fariselli et al., 2007].
In my work, for the ﬁrst time in relation to the coiled-coils prediction problem,
the sequence proﬁle is allowed to be adopted as input encoding to a speciﬁcally
implemented HMM model (CCHMM PROF). The sequence proﬁle is computed
with an automated procedure after a PSI-BLAST [Altschul et al., 1997] sequence
alignment of each sequence against the Uniref90 database. Uniref90 is a non-
redundant subset of the Uniprot database (The Uniprot Consortium, 2008) that
contains no pair of sequences with >90% sequence identity. The HMM model
is trained with a labelled Baum-Welch algorithm [Durbin et al., 1998] and its
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accuracy is tested with the posterior-Viterbi decoding [Fariselli et al., 2005], both
described in Chapter 3.
5.5 Scoring the performance
5.5.1 Per-residue indices
The results of the diﬀerent methods were evaluated using the following deﬁ-
nitions. The overall accuracy (Q2), namely the number of correctly predicted
residues is:
Q2 = p/N (5.1)
where p is the number of correctly predicted residues and N is the total number
of residues. The correlation coeﬃcient (C) for a given class s is deﬁned as:
C(s) = [p(s)n(s)− o(s)u(s)]/d(s) (5.2)
where d(s) is the normalization factor
d(s) = [((p(s) + u(s))(p(s) + o(s))(n(s) + u(s))(n(s) + o(s)))]2 (5.3)
p(s) and n(s) are respectively the true positive and true negative predictions for
class s, while o(s) and u(s) are the numbers of false positive and false negative
predictions. The sensitivity (Sn) for each class s is deﬁned as:
Sn(s) = p(s)/[p(s) + u(s)] (5.4)
and it accounts for the coverage of the prediction for each class, positive and
negative. The speciﬁcity (Sp) is the probability of correct predictions and it is
deﬁned as follows:
Sp(s) = p(s)/[p(s) + o(s)] (5.5)
All the scores that will be reported in the following tables are averaged over each
protein sequence.
5.5.2 Per-segment indices
So far, coiled-coil predictors were evaluated using the above per-residue indices,
such as sensitivity and speciﬁcity. However, the per-segment index SOV (Segment
OVerlap) was deﬁned both to account for the diﬀerent segment distributions
and to evaluate secondary structure segments rather than individual residues
[Zemla et al., 1999]. If (s1, s2) is a pair of overlapping segments, S(i) is deﬁned
as the set of all the overlapping pairs in state i:
S(i) = {(s1, s2) : s1 ∩ s2 = , s1 and s2 in conformation i} (5.6)
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while S ′(i) is the set of all segments s1 for which there is no overlapping segment
s2 in state i.
S ′(i) = {(s1, s2) : s1 ∩ s2 = , s1 and s2 in conformation i} (5.7)
For state i the segment overlap (SOV) is deﬁned as:
SOV (i) = 100× 1
N
∑
S(i)
[
minov(s1, s2) + δ(s1, s2)
maxov(s1, s2)
× len(s1)
]
(5.8)
with the normalization factor Ni deﬁned as:
Ni =
∑
S(i)
len(s1) +
∑
S′(i)
len(s1) (5.9)
The sums over S(i) run over the segment pairs in state i which overlap by at
least one residue. The other sum in the second equation runs over the remain-
ing segments in state i. len(s1) and len(s2) are the lengths of segments s1 and
s2 respectively, minov(s1, s2) is the length of the overlap between s1 and s2,
maxov(s1, s2) is the total extent for which either of the segments has a residue
labelled with i and δ(s1, s2) is deﬁned as:
δ(s1, s2) = min{(maxov(s1, s2)−minov(s1, s2));minov(s1, s2); (5.10)
; int(len(s1)/2); int(len(s2)/2)} (5.11)
In particular, the segment overlap accuracy was computed both for the coiled-coil
regions (SOV(CC)) and for the non coiled-coil regions (SOV(N)).
5.5.3 Per-protein index
In addition to the described measures, I introduced another scoring index in order
to compare and validate the predicting methods at the protein level. For each
protein, if the number of predicted coiled-coil segments (Np) and the number
of observed coiled-coil ones (No) is diﬀerent, the prediction P is considered as
wrong. Formally,
if Np = No ⇒ P = 0 (5.12)
If the number of predicted and of observed coiled-coil segments is the same and if
the intersection between the two corresponding segments (namely the predicted
segment pi with the corresponding observed segment oi, for i = 1, ..., Np=No) is
above a ﬁxed threshold the prediction P is counted as a correct prediction:
if (Np = No and pi ∩ oi ≥ th, ∀ i = j)⇒ P = 1 (5.13)
Equation 5.13 deﬁnes the new Protein OVerlap (POV) index.
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I tested two thresholds for the overlap. The ﬁrst one is the minimum between
the half lengths of the segments:
th = min(Lp/2, Lo/2) (5.14)
where Lp is the length of the predicted coiled-coil segment and Lo is the length of
the corresponding observed segment. A second and more strict threshold is the
mean of the half lengths of the segments:
th = (Lp/2, Lo/2)/2 (5.15)
For a set of proteins the average of all POVs over the total number of proteins
N is:
POV =
∑N
i=1 Pi
N
(5.16)
All the per-residue, per-segment and per-protein ﬁnal scores are obtained by
averaging over the whole set the values computed for each protein. This measure
is usually more stringent than summing up all the predictions and computing the
indices at the end, since in this last case the scores of completely misclassiﬁed
proteins can be absorbed by other predictions. For this reason, it may happen
that both Sn and Sp can be lower than the corresponding Q2.
Fig. 5.5. : Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve of the results of
CCHMM PROF with diﬀerent window sizes.
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5.6 Results
5.6.1 Discriminating coiled-coil sequences
As detailed in Chapter 2, in the protein annotation ﬁeld, an important prob-
lem is the structural classiﬁcation of protein sequences. One of the purposes of
CCHM PROF is to ﬁlter out proteins that contain coiled-coil segments from the
entire proteome. The method is trained on coiled-coil segments by adopting evo-
lutionary information as input and it is tested on a blind set that contains both
coiled-coil proteins (never seen before by the system) and protein chains that do
not have coiled-coil segments. During this discrimination task, each protein is
labelled with a single score and this number is used to classify proteins into two
classes:
1. Proteins containing coiled-coils
2. Proteins not containing coiled-coils
Since the decoding algorithm assigns a label with posterior probability at each
residue position, I introduced a global score for the entire protein of length N
deﬁned as:
maxav = maxNi=1
∑W
j=1 probj
W
(5.17)
For each residue of the given sequence, the average of the scores (which in my case
are the output posterior probabilities of the HMM) over a window of diﬀerent
size W (number of sequence neighbours of the predicted residue) was computed
and I took as the protein score (maxav) the maximum of these average values,
as detailed in Equation 5.17. Then, ﬁxing diﬀerent decision thresholds for the
maxav, I evaluated the scoring indices. In particular, I monitored the False Pos-
itive Rate as a function of the sensitivity by computing a Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve.
From the curves in Figure 5.5, one can observe that by varying the amplitude of
the window W from 7 to 29 residues, the best results were reached with windows
of length 7, 9 and 11. Thus, since considering larger windows does not signiﬁcantly
improve predictions, all the evaluations in the following refer to the 7 residue
window size. The values reported on the ROC curve are the True Positive Rate
(namely Sn(CC)) and the False Positive Rate, deﬁned as 1− Sn(N), evaluated
over the S1378 data set.
To assess whether the predictor was accurate in the recognition of coiled-coil
sequences, I further compared my results with the results of the other available
methods. With the exception of PAIRCOIL2, the score for each protein was
computed following Equation 5.17, where prob is the output of the predictors
relative to a given residue. For scoring PAIRCOIL2, I computed the average
values for each residue of each sequence but instead of considering their maximum
value, the minimum of the averages has been associated to each protein, since
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Fig. 5.6. : Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve of the results of the
diﬀerent predictors in the discrimination task.
Table 5.1. : Performance of the diﬀerent predictors in the discrimination task.
Method Q2 Sn(CC) Sn(N) Sp(CC) Sp(N) C
MARCOIL 0.91 0.55 0.99 0.89 0.91 0.65
PAIRCOIL2 0.92 0.63 0.99 0.90 0.93 0.72
MULTICOIL 0.92 0.58 0.99 0.93 0.92 0.70
COILS 0.89 0.47 0.98 0.82 0.90 0.57
PCOILS 0.91 0.67 0.96 0.79 0.93 0.68
CCHMM 0.91 0.71 0.96 0.75 0.94 0.68
CCHMM PROF 0.94 0.71 0.99 0.93 0.94 0.78
PAIRCOIL2 classiﬁes as coiled-coil the residues below the 0.025 threshold score.
The ROC curve of Figure 5.6 shows the behaviour of the diﬀerent classiﬁers in
the discrimination task.
From the ROC curve it can be observed that CCHMM PROF scores with a
value of sensitivity for the positive class (Sn(CC)) equal to 71% when the False
Positive rate is only 1%. The other methods score below CCHMM PROF, as it
can be seen also from the results reported in Table 5.1. In particular, MARCOIL,
PAIRCOIL2 and MULTICOIL achieve the same lower level of False Positive Rate
(1%) but with a True Positive Rate of 55%, 63% and 58% respectively. Moreover,
it should be noted that all the sequences in our negative set are contained or
similar to those used as a negative learning set to retrain PAIRCOIL2.
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Table 5.2. : Area under the ROC curve (AUC) computed for all the classiﬁers.
Method AUC
MARCOIL 0.92
PAIRCOIL2 0.94
MULTICOIL 0.94
COILS 0.87
PCOILS 0.91
CCHMM 0.94
CCHMM PROF 0.96
To compare diﬀerent classiﬁers, it is useful to compute a single scalar value for
representing the performance. With this purpose I computed the area under the
ROC curve (AUC) which is equal to the value of the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
test [Bradley AP, 1997]. Since a random classiﬁer produces the diagonal line in
a ROC plot, with an area under the line of 0.5, we expect that all the classiﬁers
have an AUC greater than 0.5. The higher is the AUC the better is the method
performance. In Table 5.2 all the AUCs for all the tested predictors are reported.
The results further conﬁrm that CCHMM PROF is the best performing predictor
(it has the highest AUC value equal to 0.96).
5.6.2 Locating coiled-coil regions in protein sequences
Given the relevance of the coiled-coil structural motifs in a number of biologi-
cal processes, prediction methods aim to compute their modelling. For this rea-
son, a fundamental problem in protein structure prediction is the location of
coiled-coil segments in proteins. So far, all the available methods (MARCOIL,
PAIRCOIL2, MULTICOIL, COILS, PCOILS) have been proved to be very accu-
rate in the prediction of manually-annotated coiled-coil domains. Therefore, as
stated in [McDonnell et al., 2006], their behaviour is less accurate when predict-
ing structurally-deﬁned coiled-coil regions.
The evolutionary-based HMM model presented in this work is also suitable
for locating coiled-coil regions in structurally-determined coiled-coil proteins. I
trained my model on the S319 data set which is the complement of the initial S558
data set after removing the 239 sequences with <30% sequence identity with the
sequences of the MARCOIL data set (that I adopted for testing). This means that
any sequence within the S239 data set has less than 30% sequence identity with
any of the sequences of the S319 data set. In Table 5.3, Table 5.4 and Table 5.5
the improvement achieved with the introduction of the evolutionary information
is highlighted by comparing the performance of PCOILS with respect to COILS
and of CCHMM PROF when compared to the single-sequence based CCHMM.
All the results are computed adopting a 0.5 decision threshold. As it can be seen
from the scoring indices reported in Tables, PCOILS clearly outperforms COILS.
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Table 5.3. : Comparison of the prediction eﬃciency of the HMM-based methods,
based on per-residue indices.
Method
Per-residue
Q2 Sn(CC) Sn(N) Sp(CC) Sp(N) C
COILS 0.68 0.41 0.88 0.43 0.63 0.28
PCOILS 0.72 0.69 0.73 0.53 0.76 0.41
CCHMM 0.81 0.72 0.80 0.74 0.82 0.54
CCHMM PROF 0.81 0.96 0.66 0.72 0.95 0.62
Table 5.4. : Comparison of the prediction eﬃciency of the HMM-based methods,
based on per-segment indices.
Method
Per-segment
SOV(CC) SOV(N)
COILS 0.45 0.60
PCOILS 0.62 0.59
CCHMM 0.75 0.74
CCHMM PROF 0.81 0.70
Table 5.5. : Comparison of the prediction eﬃciency of the HMM-based methods,
based on per-protein indices.
Method
Per-protein
POV min POV av
COILS 0.45 0.40
PCOILS 0.63 0.56
CCHMM 0.75 0.62
CCHMM PROF 0.86 0.71
Furthermore, CCHMM PROF not only scores higher than PCOILS, but it also
reaches better results than CCHMM, in particular for what concerns the values
of segment overlap index of the coiled-coil regions and of the per-protein score
(0.86 instead of 0.75). This ﬁnding corroborates the high global quality of the
predictor.
5.6.3 Comparative evaluation
In Table 5.6, Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 the comparison of the results of my new
model with the results of the other available methods is reported. All the methods
were tested on the S239 data set using their default thresholds.
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Table 5.6. : Comparative evaluation of the diﬀerent methods in the location of
the coiled-coil regions, based on per-residue indices.
Method
Per-residue
Q2 Sn(CC) Sn(N) Sp(CC) Sp(N) C
CCHMM PROF 0.81 0.96 0.66 0.72 0.95 0.62
CCHMM 0.81 0.72 0.80 0.74 0.82 0.54
MARCOIL 0.70 0.66 0.71 0.50 0.78 0.38
PAIRCOIL2 0.72 0.58 0.63 0.46 0.49 0.19
MULTICOIL 0.66 0.54 0.75 0.39 0.62 0.26
COILS 0.68 0.41 0.88 0.43 0.63 0.28
PCOILS 0.72 0.69 0.73 0.53 0.76 0.41
Table 5.7. : Comparative evaluation of the diﬀerent methods in the location of
the coiled-coil regions, based on per-segment indices.
Method
Per-segment
SOV(CC) SOV(N)
CCHMM PROF 0.81 0.70
CCHMM 0.75 0.74
MARCOIL 0.58 0.56
PAIRCOIL2 0.55 0.45
MULTICOIL 0.48 0.51
COILS 0.45 0.60
PCOILS 0.62 0.59
Table 5.8. : Comparative evaluation of the diﬀerent methods in the location of
the coiled-coil regions, based on per-protein indices.
Method
Per-protein
POV min POV av
CCHMM PROF 0.86 0.71
CCHMM 0.75 0.62
MARCOIL 0.63 0.53
PAIRCOIL2 0.55 0.47
MULTICOIL 0.52 0.40
COILS 0.45 0.40
PCOILS 0.63 0.56
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PAIRCOIL2 was scored with the decision threshold set to 0.025 and consider-
ing the 21 residues-long window. I also tested the 28 residues-long window; since
the results did not change signiﬁcantly, here I show only the best performing win-
dow. It is worth noticing that CCHMM PROF not only outperforms the other
HMM-based predictors but also all the other methods. CCHMM PROF achieves
the best per-residue accuracy (81%) and the highest correlation coeﬃcient (62%).
Also the sensitivity (96%) and the speciﬁcity (72%) for the coiled-coil class signif-
icantly raise with respect to the other methods. Furthermore, the global indices
referring to the best per-segment and per-protein eﬃciencies (81% and 86%, re-
spectively), are about 20 percentage points higher than the best ones reached by
the methods developed so far (not considering that the sequence-based CCHMM
results were already better than the results of the other reported methods).
5.7 Biological insight: targeting viruses
To further assess the performances of CCHMM PROF the predictions of the
diﬀerent classiﬁers were evaluated in more detail. My results show that all the
correct predictions made by the single methods are also correctly assigned by
CCHMM PROF. However, I was also able to select a subset of coiled-coil struc-
tures predicted only by CCHMM PROF. Among them, there are interesting tar-
geting virus proteins, such as: the Human Respiratory Syncytial Virus (HRSV)
protein fusion core, the ectodomain of the Simian Immunodeﬁciency Virus (SIV)
glycoprotein 41 and the core of glycoprotein 2 from Ebola Virus.
Viral fusion or transmembrane glycoproteins are the major responsible of
the entry of a virus in the host cell. It is known that most of these struc-
tures are antiparallel trimeric coiled-coil heterodimers ([Matthews et al., 2000,
Lu et al., 1995, Caﬀrey et al., 1998, Malashkevich et al., 1998]). The fusion gly-
coproteins have a common mechanism of activation: they are synthesized as a
precursor peptide that is processed with a proteolytic cleavage to produce two
disulﬁde-linked fragments. In HRSV the two fragments are indicated with F1
and F2. The fusion peptide is located at the N-terminal of the F1 segment,
while the transmembrane region is close to its C-terminal. Analogous to the
HRSV F1 and F2 subunits are the GP1 and GP2 regions from Ebola virus
and the surface subunit and transmembrane subunit (TM) from retroviruses,
including gp120 and gp41 from SIV. In each of the reported examples, the ﬁrst
subunit is responsible for binding to cell-surface receptors, while the second sub-
unit mediates membrane fusion [Zhao et al., 2000]. Two 4,3-hydrophobic hep-
tad repeats are located adjacent to both the fusion peptide and the transmem-
brane region. These regions, that we denote with HR-C and HR-N respectively,
form trimeric hairpin-like structures with the HR-C segment that packs in an
antiparallel direction around the inner coiled-coil formed by the HR-N region
[Malashkevich et al., 1998, Malashkevich et al., 1999, Chan and Kim, 2000]. In
Table 5 the annotated and predicted coiled-coil segments (with CCHMM PROF)
in HRSV fusion protein core, in the gp41 ectodomain of SIV and in the core struc-
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ture of gp2 from Ebola virus are reported. For each of the studied structures, the
Uniprot annotation, if available and the annotation provided by the SOCKET
program were signiﬁcantly overlapping (overlap > min(l1/2, l2/2), where l1 and
l2 are the length of the coiled-coil segments as annotated in the two ways). My
method correctly predicts the two coiled-coil regions of the HRSV protein fusion
core. The method is also able to correctly identify the two coiled-coil regions
of the SIV protein core, which are not yet reported on the Uniprot database.
CCHMM PROF also correctly recognizes one of the two regions of the core struc-
ture of the gp2 of Ebola virus.
Several biochemical studies suggested that viral fusion proteins change their
conformation upon activation. At the beginning, the fusion glycoprotein has a
native structure in which the fusion and the HR-N regions are not accessible.
Then, during the activation process, the coiled-coil region is exposed and the
fusion peptide is exposed on the target cell membrane. The last change requires
that the two heptad regions HR-N and HR-C associate and bring the cell and viral
membranes together to promote fusion [Chan and Kim, 2000]. So far, no eﬀective
treatment is available for any of the described viruses. For this reason, accurate
computational methods able to locate functionally important sequence segments,
such as coiled-coils, are of fundamental importance. A better understanding of
the virus infection biology, related in particular to the fusion protein, can lead to
the experimental evidence or de-novo design of new targets for antiviral therapies.
5.8 Discussion
The prediction of coiled-coil domains is a twofold issue: a predictive method
should be able both to identify the proteins that contain coiled-coil segments in
a given set of protein sequences (or in proteomes) and to predict the number and
the location of coiled-coil domains in a protein chain. In my work I addressed both
problems and I built a HMM that takes the evolutionary information obtained
from multiple sequence alignments as input. As shown from the reported results,
the introduction of the sequence proﬁle signiﬁcantly improves the method accu-
racy (see PCOILS versus COILS and CCHMM PROF versus CCHMM). Indeed,
CCHMM PROF scores better than all the methods developed so far. Further-
more, I provided a new structurally-annotated and freely-available benchmark
data set of coiled-coil structures that can be used to reliably train and test com-
putational methods. I also suggested a more robust evaluation of the method
performances, by introducing a new scoring frame that takes into account not
only the residue accuracy but also the accuracy at the segment and at the pro-
tein levels. The development of accurate computational methods for coiled-coil
prediction can drive experiments towards the de-novo design of ad-hoc coiled-
coil structures. Indeed, despite the fact that decades of theoretical and practical
advances constantly added to the understanding of the coiled-coil structure and
function, the recognition of this structural motif with conﬁdence in genome-wide
annotation processes is still a challenging issue.
Chapter 6
Comparative large-scale genome analysis
6.1 Introduction
Functional annotation of protein sequences is a major requirement in the post-
genomic era. This is particularly true given the large number of ongoing genome
sequencing projects which requires a fast and eﬃcient automatic annotation pro-
cess. Historically, function prediction was based on the relationship between pro-
tein sequence and structure. By this, the annotation procedure includes the func-
tional information enclosed in the protein structure. This procedure goes back to
early observations [Chothia and Lesk, 1986] indicating that the ability of predict-
ing protein structure and function from sequence largely depends on the value of
sequence identity. A protein structure can be a close and general model for other
proteins, provided that sequence homology is >40-50%. In general, proteins with
a high structural similarity over the entire sequence length are likely to share at
least a similar function. This fact is at the basis of a number of methods that were
developed to functionally annotate proteins starting from their structure (DALI
[Holm and Sander, 1993], CE [Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998], and the most re-
cent CATHEDRAL [Redfern et al., 2007], EVEREST [Portugaly et al., 2006]).
In automatic protein structure classiﬁcation however it is not trivial to assess
the level of structure similarity in order to infer functional similarity. Greene and
co-workers [Greene et al., 2007], analyzing the SCOP database, observed that
although most domains with a common fold show a similar function, some “su-
perfolds” (such as the Rossmann fold) can correspond to about 50 diﬀerent func-
tions.
A sequence similarity search is a common initial step of all the annotations
methods described in literature including RefSeq [Pruitt et al., 2007], VEGA
[Wilming et al., 2008] and PEDANT [Walter et al., 2009]. However, in the ab-
sence of a golden rule for correlating function to sequence, diﬀerent constraints
were ruled out in setting out to which extent functional and structural infor-
mation can be transferred between pairs of related protein sequences at various
levels of sequence similarity. Depending on how the function conservation is de-
ﬁned, the level of sequence similarity allowed to functionally annotate a sequence
protein may vary from 30-40% down to 20-25%, provided that folding is also
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conserved [Wilson et al., 2000]. A pairwise sequence identity higher than 40%
was suggested as a conﬁdent threshold to transfer the ﬁrst three digits of an EC
number [Rost B, 2002, Tian and Skolnick, 2003].
As a general trend, similarity search allows clustering procedures by which
sequences are collected into sets of similarity. Clustering is therefore a basic
task in automatic processing of large data sets of protein sequences, and an-
notation methods following this procedure are classiﬁed as hierarchical and non-
hierarchical ones, depending on the clustering procedure. Hierarchical clustering
methods aim to categorize data items into a tree-structured hierarchical organi-
zation. This is a possible approach to dealing with diﬀerent levels of similarity re-
quired to annotate diﬀerent protein families. Earlier attempts of hierarchical clus-
tering include SYSTERS [Krause et al., 2002], Picasso [Hedger and Holm, 2001],
and iProClass [Wu et al., 2001]. CluSTr [Kriventseva et al., 2001] and ProtoNet
[Kaplan et al., 2005, Loewenstein et al., 2008] are presently the hierachical algo-
rithms that take advantage of the largest number of fully sequenced genomes for
protein sequence classiﬁcation into families. CluSTr (that includes the UniProt
Knowledgebase, all the International Protein Index (IPI) and all the completely
sequenced genomes retrieved from Integr8) clusters proteins starting from a sim-
ilarity matrix of all-against-all protein sequence alignments computed with the
Smith-Waterman algorithm. Z-scores for evaluating the similarity between po-
tentially related proteins are then computed with a Monte Carlo simulation and
proteins are grouped using a single-linkage algorithm by choosing diﬀerent levels
of protein similarities. ProtoNet is an automatic and unsupervised agglomera-
tive clustering system that builds a hierarchical tree of proteins based only on
sequence similarity by means of an Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arith-
metic mean (UPGMA). The latest data set of ProtoNet consists of all the protein
sequences taken from UniProt Knowledgebase (release 8.1). Both these methods
use hierarchical algorithms to group sequences into clusters, ultimately relying
on the sequence identity of the aligned proteins as taken into account by select-
ing diﬀerent E-value thresholds (E-values set to 100 and to 1e-40 by CluSTr and
ProtoNet, respectively).
Non-hierarchical clustering procedures catch functional relationships among
proteins by providing some additional constraints. The TribeMCL algorithm
[Enright et al., 2002] allows a fast annotation that is rather independent of the
presence of multi-domain proteins, promiscuous domains and fragmented pro-
teins. This method includes an all-against-all BLAST comparison with an E-
value threshold of 1e-10. The results (represented with a binary matrix) cluster
into protein families after successive rounds of Smith-Waterman dynamic pro-
gramming alignments.
Summing up, the most common and widely exploited approach of automati-
cally annotating unknown sequences relies on the so-called “inheritance through
homology” based on the notion that similar sequences share similar functions
and structures.
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In automatic annotations processes, however, additional levels of complexity are
due to:
i) proteins that contain multiple domains;
ii) proteins that share common domains and that do not necessarily share the
same function;
iii) the ﬁnding that diﬀerent combinations of shared domains can lead to dif-
ferent biological roles.
It has been discussed that multi-domain proteins are less functionally con-
served than single-domain ones, with the exception of those proteins in which
structures show an overlapping combination of domain folds. While in single do-
main proteins the level of conﬁdence of function transfer can be as high as 67%,
in multi-domain proteins it goes down to 35%. The probability that two multi-
domain proteins share the same function increases up to 80% when the two pro-
teins have the same combination of two structural superfamilies and it increases
up to 90% only when the coverage of the alignment reaches the full length of
both proteins [Hegyi and Gerstein, 2001]. Methods that only take into account
sequence similarity parameters, particularly when dealing with putative multi-
domain proteins, may run into the risk of pulling sequences in the same cluster
and erroneously transferring functions. Therefore the coverage of the alignment
on top of high sequence identity is a fundamental parameter to consider when
applying sequence comparison techniques to problems of protein sequence anno-
tation. Up to now, none of the available methods explicitly faces this problem.
Only ProtoNet refers to an external database (EVEREST) containing protein
domains.
In the following I will describe a fast and reliable automatic method for bridg-
ing the gap between protein sequence, structure and function. First I will present
the annotation performance of the method after non-hierarchical clustering on
599 genomes and the statistical validation on this set of the inheritance of func-
tional and structural annotation, when possible, within the clusters. Another
201 genomes are then annotated by adopting the proposed clustering procedure.
The method explicitly constrains coverage of the sequence alignment within clus-
ters that, when possible, are also labeled with statistically validated GO terms,
structures and their SCOP classiﬁcation.
6.2 The data set
The data set for generating property-speciﬁc clusters includes 599 completely
sequenced genomes (S599), among which 551 are from prokaryotic organisms (18
Archaea and 533 Bacteria) and 48 are from Eukaryotes (2 Protozoa, 9 Fungi,
4 Plants and 33 Animals). The data set contains 2,624,555 protein sequences:
65% (1,713,574 sequences) from prokaryotes and 35% (910,981 sequences) from
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eukaryotes. Another 201 genomes, comprising 4 eukaryotes and 197 prokary-
otes, were adopted as a blind test for the annotation procedure (S201), including
724,854 protein sequences (11% of which are from Eukaryotes and 89% from
Prokaryotes). The bacterial genomes were downloaded from the NCBI genome
resource database (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria) while the eu-
karyotic ones were taken both from the RefSeq at NCBI (ftp://ftp.ncbi.
nih.gov/refseq/release/) and from The Ensembl Genome Project (ftp:
//ftp.ensembl.org/pub/).
6.3 Sequence comparison and clustering
An all-against-all pairwise comparison of the 2,624,555 (S599) protein sequences
was performed with the BLAST program [Altschul et al., 1990]. The Grid mid-
dleware has been a suitable tool for handling the data size problem and for
accessing, sharing and processing the retrieved and computed data. Therefore,
all the BLAST comparisons, which represent the data production step of the
method, were carried out in parallel on the Grid. In order to consider only high-
scored alignments, the E-value was set to 1e-10, a high restrictive threshold. In
addition, in order to obtain reproducible results, the BLAST database size was
kept constant for each independent run. Both input ﬁles (Fasta format ﬁles con-
taining the protein sequences) and output ﬁles (BLAST tabular results) were
stored and replicated on two diﬀerent Storage Elements (essentially disk servers)
in order to properly weight the traﬃc of data on the Grid and to ensure fault
tolerance. The job submission was controlled by an automated procedure with 4
diﬀerent speciﬁc devices distributed all around Europe that are responsible for
the job management and for the resource selection (Resource Brokers).
The protein space, encoded in the computed alignments, was represented by
means of an undirected graph structure. The nodes of the graph are the protein
sequences and an edge is established between two nodes only when the two cor-
responding proteins share BLAST hits that simultaneously satisfy the following
constraints:
Sequence Identity ≥ 40%
Coverage ≥ 90% (6.1)
Given two protein sequences that share a BLAST hit, the coverage of the match
is deﬁned as:
Coverage = I/U (6.2)
where I is the length of the intersection of the aligned regions on the two se-
quences and U is the overall length of the alignment (namely the sum of the
lengths of the two sequences minus the alignment length). After building the
graph, proteins were clustered by computing the connected components of the
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graph with a transitive closure algorithm [Cormen et al., 2001]. These compo-
nents are by deﬁnition disjointed, so to say that no protein sequence is present in
two diﬀerent clusters. With the clustering procedure, each connected component
includes all the pairs of sequences satisfying Eq.6.1 and more importantly, it in-
cludes also chains that are not directly linked but are connected through a path
of proteins which undergo the imposed criteria. For this reason, a cluster can also
contain sequences that do not share any sequence similarity when measured with
a global sequence alignment but that are distantly related to the initial seed. A
cluster is by deﬁnition a connected component of the graph whose dimension is
≥2. When sequences are found alone after clustering, they are called singletons.
6.4 Mapping functions and structures on the clusters
To investigate the functional and the structural information enclosed in the
computed clusters we mapped their content over three major databases: the
Uniprot knowledgebase [Apweiler et al., 2004](release 12.6), the Protein Data
Bank [Berman HM et al., 2000] (PDB, March 2008) and the Gene Ontology
[The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000] (GO, March 2008). To establish a cor-
respondence between a sequence from my database and an entry of one of the
selected databases, each protein sequence within the data set and each sequence
in the Uniprot database were uniquely identiﬁed by computing their CRC64
checksum. An association is established between the two sequences when they
correspond to the same checksum. The Uniprot database is the most complete
resource of annotated sequences that provides relations with other databases,
including GO terms. I initially mapped all the Uniprot sequences on the overall
set of computed clusters (187,594). 1,985,132 proteins of S599 have an associated
Uniprot accession (76% of S599), and out of these, 1,490,135 sequences spread
over the obtained clusters; the remaining are to be found in singletons. As a
result, about 40% of the entire Uniprot data set was mapped on the clustered
protein sequences (so to say that 2,066,511 Uniprot accession numbers matched
at least one sequence belonging to our clusters).
For exploring the distribution of the protein domains in the clusters, I took
advantage of the PDBsum database [Laskowski et al., 1997], since it provides the
correspondence between the protein chains contained in the PDB and the Uniprot
accession identiﬁers. In this way, an association between the protein sequences of
the analyzed data set and the PDB protein structures was established.
Gene Ontology [The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000] is the standard lan-
guage adopted by the scientiﬁc community for annotating genomes. To deter-
mine the functions associated to the sequences, we make use of the GO terms,
by speciﬁcally considering the molecular function ontology, which describes the
molecular activities carried out by proteins or protein complexes and actually
contains 8,351 molecular function terms. Particularly, I considered the molecular
function tree, since it captures the biochemical function of the protein families. A
biological process can be the combined eﬀect of one or more molecular functions.
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When considering the GO terms, it is also necessary to take into account all
their parent terms (the data structure underlying the GO ontology is a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) that allows a child to have multiple parents). To handle
with the DAG structure, I devised a two step procedure. First, when available,
each protein sequence within a cluster was associated to the corresponding GO
term/s given by the Uniprot annotation. Then, for each sequence, all the possi-
ble branches of the GO hierarchy were extended by recursively walking along the
parent branches of the molecular function GO tree.
6.5 Statistical evaluation of GO terms
To assess whether a GO term is signiﬁcant for a cluster, I performed a statistical
test by computing the P-values. If N is the number of sequences in the cluster
which correspond to the same speciﬁc GO term, the P-value is the probability
of ﬁnding N or more proteins that have a given annotation by chance, given the
dimension of the cluster, the dimension of the database and the overall number
of sequences in the database with the given annotation. For each GO term within
a cluster the corresponding P-value is evaluated as:
Pvalue(GO) =
min(K,P )∑
i=N
((
K
i
)(
D−K
P−i
)
(
D
P
)
)
(6.3)
where D is the dimension of the database (total number of sequences with at least
one associated GO term), P is the dimension of the cluster (total number of se-
quences of the cluster with at least one associated GO term), K is the number of
sequences in all the database which have associated the same speciﬁc GO term
and N is deﬁned above. In order to compute the binomial expressions at the nu-
merator in Eq.6.3, the Stanica approximation has been adopted [Stanica P, 2001].
To account for the multiplicity of the GO terms in each cluster, the Bonferroni
correction was applied to the computed P-values [Moore and McCabe, 2006].
Given the high dimensionality of the problem, a careful statistical analysis is
required to investigate whether the GO terms present in each cluster can be con-
sidered statistically signiﬁcant and therefore whether the associated molecular
function can be considered speciﬁc for the given cluster. To address this prob-
lem, a statistical evaluation by computing P-values and adopting a bootstrapping
procedure was carried out. For this, I considered which range of values would be
computed for the P-value, when the GO terms were randomly distributed among
the clusters (the base line random distribution) and I compared the observed
distribution of the P-values with the baseline random distribution. The random
distribution is a function of the data set composition, being computed by preserv-
ing the total number of clusters, the total number of GO terms and the cluster
dimensions.
To estimate a P-value threshold the cumulative distributions of the real and
random computed P-values were compared (Fig.6.1). By this, a GO term is sta-
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Fig. 6.1. : Cumulative distributions of the Bonferroni corrected P-values. Dotted
line: cumulative function of the observed P-values. Solid line: cumulative distri-
bution of the average of the P-values of a 100 random benchmark set; error bars
represent standard deviations..
tistically signiﬁcant for a cluster (i.e. that GO term is cluster-speciﬁc) if its as-
sociated P-value is smaller than the threshold value for which the real and the
random curves are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent (Fig.6.1). An optimal threshold of the P-
value can be considered the one for which the observed curve signiﬁcantly diﬀers
from the random ones. In particular, given the described clustering procedure,
the value for the observed cumulative distribution corresponding to a P-value of
0.001 is 31,606 (namely, the number of clusters with at least a GO term with
P-value ≤0.001), while the mean of the random cumulative distributions is 25
(namely, the number of randomly generated clusters having a minimum P-value
≤0.001). For a P-value threshold of 0.001 we are expecting 8 un-correctly assigned
GO terms out of 10,000. On these bases we adopted 0.001 as a suitable threshold
of P-value in order to guarantee statistical signiﬁcance to the GO terms/clusters
association, which is peculiar of the described data set.
6.6 Results
The main feature of the designed non-hierarchical clustering procedure consists in
the organization of the protein sequences into clusters according to a very strict
criterion that considers constraints based simultaneously on high sequence simi-
larity (≥40%) and high sequence coverage (≥90%). PDB structures, their SCOP
classiﬁcation and GO terms, when available, are also included in the clusters, in
order to exploit annotations in terms of sequence to structure, to function, and to
structure and function. It is also important to notice that the annotation process
is statistically validated by computing the level of conﬁdence at which the GO
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annotation transfer process is performed. To exploit the above described added
values of this new method in the following I will describe:
1. the clustering procedure and its statistical validation performed with an
initial set comprising 599 genomes (S599);
2. a blind test on a set comprising some other 201 genomes (S201).
6.6.1 Clustering procedure and cluster content: clusters vs singletons
Considering the initial S599 set, the clustering procedure produced 187,594 clus-
ters, which include a total of 1,963,704 protein sequences (75% of S599). Given the
cluster procedure described above, each protein chain belongs only to one cluster
and that all the clusters are disjointed. The number of sequences in the clusters
ranges from a minimum of 2 (minimum cluster dimension allowed) to 15,875
(dimension of the biggest connected component). The remaining 25% of S599
(for a total of 660,851 sequences) are the so-called singletons, namely sequences
without any BLAST match satisfying our restrictive constraints (Eq.6.1). Among
the clusters, 122,686 (65%) contain sequences deriving from only prokaryotic or-
ganisms while 63,230 (34%) are speciﬁc for Eukaryotes. Only 1,678 clusters (1%)
contain sequences from both prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms. In Table 6.1,
clusters are grouped according to the standard deviation of the protein sequence
length distribution of each cluster. These statistics highlights that the clusters
are quite homogenous in protein length: the sequence length variability of most
of the clusters (over 90%, containing some 80% of the total number of sequences)
is ≤40 residues that is the minimum number of residues for a structural domain
according to the SCOP structure classiﬁcation. The table also lists the percent-
age of clusters and sequences that are annotated with the procedure described in
the following.
Table 6.1. : Non hierarchical clustering of S599 protein sequences.
St dev Clusters Annotated Sequences Annotated
(residues) clusters(%) sequences(%)
A* ≤5 109,058 (58%) 19 498,054 (26%) 12
B >5-≤10 29,583 (16%) 8 380,352 (19%) 14
C >10-≤20 25,233 (13%) 6 490,517 (25%) 20
D >20-≤30 10,043 (5%) 2 218,085 (11%) 8
E >30-≤40 5,191 (3%) 1 120,987 (6%) 5
F >40-≤50 2,852 (2%) 0.7 73,868 (4%) 3
G >50 5,634 (3%) 1.3 181,661 (9%) 7
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GO GO GO -GO
(P-value≤0.0001) (P-value>0.0001)
Clusters
clusters* 70,508 (38%) 31,606 (17%) 38,902 (21%) 117,086 (62%)
1,317,026 (50%) 1,078,180 (41%) 238,846 (9%)
direct: direct: direct:
sequences* 919,895 (35%) 824,407 (31.4%) 92,044 (3.5%) 646,678 (25%)
inherited: inherited: inherited:
397,131 (15%) 250,329 (9.9%) 146,802 (5.5%)
changed:
3,444 (0.1%)
Table 6.2. : From sequence to function: mapping of molecular function GO terms
into the S599 clusters .∗The total number of clusters of S599 is 187,594. The total
sum of protein sequences of S599 is 2,624,555; the total number of singletons is
660,851. Direct annotation: sequences with at least a GO term. Inherited anno-
tation: sequences that inherit GO term/s in the cluster. Changed annotation:
sequences that after statistical validation, change functional annotation with re-
spect to Uniprot.
6.6.2 From sequence to function
A sequence is deﬁned to be functionally annotated when it is endowed in Uniprot
with a GO term of the molecular function ontology, being this term more speciﬁc
for protein biochemical functions. In Table 6.2 it is shown how the GO annotated
sequences distribute among the clusters. 40% of the sequences of the S599 have at
least one associated GO term in Uniprot (35% populate 38% of the clusters and
5% fall into 21% of the singletons) and according to our deﬁnition are therefore
functionally annotated. This is reported as “direct” annotated in Table 6.2. After
clustering, another 15% of S599 “inherit” annotation, 9.5% of which with a cluster
speciﬁc GO term/s (P-value ≤0.001). Interestingly, after statistical validation a
small percentage (0.1%) of sequences changed their associated GO term with
respect to Uniprot, conﬁrming that automatic annotation may also lead to un-
appropriate functional transfer. The important results out of this eﬀort over 599
genomes are:
i) a statistical validation of the GO-Uniprot annotated sequences (directly
annotated sequences);
ii) a more rigorous annotation of some GO-Uniprot annotated sequences (those
sequences that change annotation);
iii) the statistical validation of the annotation of 397,131 uncharacterized se-
quences (15% of S599 sequences).
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PDB SCOP SCOP -PDB◦
(Mono-domain)# (Multi-domain)#
Clusters
clusters* 5,734 (3%) 3,064 (2%) 897 (0.5%) 181,860 (97%)
596,411 (23%) 334,647 (2%) 167,779 (6%)
direct: direct: direct:
sequences* 18,357 (7%) 9,754 (3.7%) 3,341 (1.2%) 1,367,293 (52%)
inherited: inherited: inherited:
578,054 (16%) 324,893 (9.3%) 164,438 (4.8%)
Table 6.3. : From sequence to structure: mapping of PDB structures into the S599
clusters. ∗,◦ see Table 6.2; #The PDB structure is mono-domain or multi-domain
according to the SCOP classiﬁcation.
6.6.3 From sequence to structure
The procedure also aims to give a structural template to previously uncharacter-
ized protein sequences. To achieve this task the information derived from PDB
is also included. Roughly 50% of the PDB structures can be presently included
in the computed clusters: a total of 18,357 protein sequences of our data set cor-
respond to 23,050 PDB ﬁles for a total of 28,978 PDB chains. These chains are
distributed over 5,734 clusters (about 3% of the total number of clusters). Only
151 singletons (0.02% of the total number of singletons) are endowed with the
correspondent PDB chains (Table 6.3), for a total of 559 structures. In order to
evaluate the structural congruency within the clusters, each PDB chain was then
linked to its corresponding SCOP [Murzin et al., 1995] identiﬁer/s (a SCOP iden-
tiﬁer is a four digit code that allows classiﬁcation of protein domains; the same
SCOP identiﬁer guarantees high structural similarity among protein domains).
21,090 PDB chains are endowed with SCOP identiﬁers in 3,961 clusters.
I found that 3,064 (of the total 5,734) clusters contain a unique SCOP identiﬁer
(single domain identiﬁer) for a total of 14,340 PDB chains (with an associated
SCOP id) and 334,647 protein sequences (second and third columns in Table
6.3). 897 clusters are endowed with multiple SCOP identiﬁers (ranging from to
2 to 6 SCOP identiﬁers per cluster), containing 6,750 PDB chains and 167,779
sequences.
When transferring a template structure to a given sequence a major problem
is the relative coverage of the target and template: the higher the coverage, the
higher the probability of obtaining a template covering the whole protein se-
quence. In the computed clusters, given the clustering procedure, and as shown
above (Table 6.1), sequences of similar length tend to be associated in the same
cluster. To measure whether the structural template of a cluster can be adopted
as a template for the protein sequences within the same cluster, I computed the
coverage of the template over the protein sequences of the cluster (StructCov).
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PDB+ SCOP+ SCOP+
(Mono-domain)# (Multi-domain)#
clusters* 5,686 (99%) 3,031 (53%) 887 (0.5%)
588,344 (99%) 328,345 (55%) 158,442 (26.6%)
>0.90
direct: direct: direct:
sequences* 18,290 (3%) 9,690 (2%) 3,325 (0.6%)
inherited: inherited: inherited:
570,054 (96%) 318,655 (53%) 155,117 (26%)
clusters* 47 (0.8%) 32 (0.6%) 9 (0.15%)
>0.80–≤0.90
7,963 (1.3%) 6,198 (1%) 1,423 (0.2%)
sequences* direct: 65 direct: 62 direct: 13
inherited: 7,898 inherited: 6,136 inherited: 1,410
clusters* 47 (0.034%) 1 (0.017%) 1 (0.017%)
≤0.80
8,018 (1.34%) 104 (1%) 7,914 (1.33%)
sequences* direct: 5 direct: 2 direct: 3
inherited: 8,013 inherited: 102 inherited: 7,911
Table 6.4. : Template coverage over the clusters. ∗The total number of clusters of
S599 with at least a PDB template is 5,734 for a total sum of 596,411 protein
sequences. Direct annotation: sequence with a PDB structure; Inherit annotation:
sequences that inherit the structure in the cluster. +PDB: with at least a PDB
template in the cluster; the PDB structure is mono-domain or multi-domain
according to the SCOP classiﬁcation.
For each cluster, the coverage is the average of the ratios:
StructCov =
l
lPDB
(6.4)
where l is the length of each protein sequence and lPDB is:
- the length of the longest protein with a PDB structure (second column)
- the length of the longest protein with at least one domain annotated with
SCOP.
The coverage is computed for all the clusters with a PDB structure (5,734 clus-
ters) and for the clusters with a mono-domain (3,064 clusters) and multi-domain
(897 clusters) structural template, separately.
Consequently, when PDB/SCOP are mapped into the clusters, a very high
coverage is detected. Most of the clusters endowed with a PDB/SCOP label are
endowed with a coverage ≥0.90 (Table 6.4).
It should also be noticed that the coverage is high also in the case of SCOP
multi-domain proteins, indicating that even in this case template inheritance
allows transfer to the whole protein target. After the PDB/SCOP mapping of
the clusters (considering also that a small fraction of PDBs is lacking a SCOP
label) a structural template can be safely transfered to about 20% of the total
number of S599 sequences, including SCOP mono and multi-domain structures.
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GO GO GO -GO
P-value≤0.0001 P-value>0.0001
clusters* 4,233 (2.2%) 3,233 (1.7%) 1,000 (0.5%) 1,501 (0.8%)
554,192 (28%) 519,756 (26%) 34,436 (2%) 42,219 (2%)
PDB
direct: direct: direct: direct:
sequences* 11,484 (0.5%) 10,997 (0.48%) 487 (0.02%) 2,723 (0.1%)
inherited: inherited: inherited: inherited:
542,708 (27.5%) 508,759 (25.52%) 33,949 (1.98%) 39,496 (1.9%)
clusters* 2,245 (1.2%) 1,745 (0.9%) 500 (0.3%) 819 (0.44%)
309,744 (16%) 290,907 (15%) 18,837 (1%) 24,903 (1.3%)
SCOP
direct: direct: direct: direct:
Mono-domain
sequences* 6,099 (0.3%) 5,855 (0.25%) 244 (0.05%) 1,493 (0.1%)
inherited: inherited: inherited: inherited:
303,645 (15.7%) 285,052 (14.75%) 18,593 (0.95%) 23,410 (1.2%)
clusters* 816 (0.43%) %688 (0.37%) 128 (0.06%) 81 (0.04%)
165,125 (8.4%) 160,516 (8.2%) 4,609 (0.2%) 2,654 (0.14%)
SCOP
direct: direct: direct: direct:
Multi-domain
sequences* 2,524 (0.13%) 2,471 (0.12%) 53 (0.01%) 148 (0.02%)
inherited: inherited: inherited: inherited:
162,601 (8.27%) 158,045 (8.08%) 4,556 (0.19%) 2,506 (0.12%)
clusters* 66,275 (35%) 28,373 (15%) 37,902 (20%) 115,585 (62%)
762,834 (39%) 558,424 (28%) 204,410 (11%)
-PDB
direct: direct: direct:
sequences* 525,753 (27%) 433,268 (22%) 92,485 (5%) 604,459 (31%)
inherited: inherited: inherited:
237,081 (12%) 125,156 (6%) 111,925 (6%)
Table 6.5. : From sequence to structure and function. ∗The total number of clus-
ters of S599 is 187,594 for a total sum of 1,963,704 protein sequences. Direct
annotation and inherited annotation is as in Table 2, 3 and 4, depending on
the annotation type. Three diﬀerent annotations are possible: GO and PDB;
GO without PDB; PDB without GO. The rightmost bottom corner contains the
number of clusters and sequences that is without annotation.
6.6.4 From sequence to function and structure
As a ﬁnal result, the described annotation procedure can produce three main
categories of annotation (Table 6.5): PDB and GO; PDB without GO; GO with-
out PDB, and no annotation. These categories, with the numbers of clusters and
sequences in the clusters are listed in the foremost left and right corners of Table
6.5. After SCOP labeling and GO statistically validation, the richest annotation
(PDB and GO) give rise to six diﬀerent types of annotation GO without PDB
is subdivided in 2 more categories while PDB without GO is in turn splitted in
three categories. About 21% of the S599 protein sequences inherits GO and PDB
labels, with some 19% with a cluster speciﬁc GO term (P-value≤0.001); another
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Fig. 6.2. : Barplot of the diﬀerent degrees of annotation provided by the method
for each standard deviation class (Table 6.1), computed on the S201 data set.
21% of S599 has statistically signiﬁcant associated GO terms, and a remaining
8% has GO with a P-value>0.001. In total 50% of S599 is included in this an-
notation process, while the direct Uniprot annotation covers only 21% of S599.
These results suggest that the method allows a more rigorous and safer annota-
tion of S599, with the advantage of statistically validating and transferring the
associated GO terms, and the template/s structures (Table 6.4).
6.6.5 Blind test on a data set of 201 genomes
In order to further test the predictive power of the method a blind test on 201
genomes (S201) not included in the clustering procedure was performed. The
never-seen-before sequences of S201 were aligned with those contained in the clus-
ters with the same constraints as before: a sequence ended up in a pre-computed
cluster provided that both constraints of Eq.6.1 were simultaneously satisﬁed
with respect to one of the S599 sequences in the clusters. 46% of the 724,854
protein sequences of S201 is assigned to property-speciﬁc clusters (characterized
by GO terms with P-value ≤0.001) and for over 50% of these, a structure tem-
plate is also provided. Another 6% is endowed with a non-cluster speciﬁc GO
term/s. By this some 50% of S201 is annotated with our procedure. In this ex-
periment, the Uniprot annotation is adopted only for comparison. The method
recovers/predicts most of the Uniprot annotation (about 13% of S201) and allows
through “inheritance” the annotation of 37% more sequences of S201. In Figure
6.2 the results on the S201 data set are shown. For each of the standard deviation
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classes (from A to G) deﬁned in Table 6.1, the percentage of sequences of S201
data set annotated with the 8 most informative annotations in ascending order:
statistically-validated GO term and mono-domain SCOP structural template (in
red), statistically-validated GO term and SCOP multi-domain structural tem-
plate (in orange), statistically-validated GO term without structural template (in
yellow), GO term with P-value >0.001 with a mono-domain structural template
(in blue), GO term with P-value>0.001 and a multi-domain structural template
(in purple), GO term with P-value>0.001 and without structural template (in
pink), without GO term but a mono-domain structural template (in black), with-
out GO term with a multi-domain structure (in green), without GO term and
PDB structure (in grey).
6.7 Discussion
Each cluster is characterized by a number of attributes among which are the GO
terms and the PDB/SCOP structures that have been proved to be cluster-speciﬁc
and that represent the annotation of the sequences within the cluster. With the
described procedure, an uncharacterized sequence which falls into one of the com-
puted clusters can be assigned to a function (GO term/s) and also to a structural
template (PDB/SCOP), when available. As an example, the CDK2 HUMAN pro-
tein sequence (P24941) belongs to a cluster of 900 sequences. The cluster have
249 associated structures (corresponding to 27 proteins) and it corresponds to 24
validated GO molecular function terms. All the retrieved structures correspond to
the same SCOP family, the catalytic subunit of protein kinases, which is an α+β
domain (SCOP identiﬁer d.144.1.7). The same protein, classiﬁed using the Pro-
toNet server, falls into a bigger cluster of 6,056 protein sequences, among which
80 are associated to 406 structures. ProtoNet includes in the cluster 37 keywords
of GO molecular function. About 90% of the cluster structures correspond to the
catalytic subunit of protein kinases but the remaining 10% of the structures is
distributed over other 44 SCOP superfamilies keywords, that comprise not only
α+β domains but also domains belonging to all other SCOP structural classes,
mainly all-α (95 structures) and all-β (49) structures. The ClusTR server places
the cyclin dependent kinase in a hierarchy of clusters with protein kinase activity
but with no GO terms nor protein structures associated. This example highlights
the fact that our clustering procedure ends with groups of functionally related
proteins that are very speciﬁc for that type of function and that it can also give
a reliable structural template to the cluster members.
Conclusions
Since the vast majority of protein sequences produced by the various genome
projects has not yet been experimentally characterized and since there is very
little that is known about their function, these sequences need to be interpreted
from a structural point of view and from the point of view of the functions. The
aim of this work has been the analysis, by means of computational tools, of the
paths that connect protein structure to function and protein sequence to struc-
ture and function. With the advent of the structural genomics initiatives, that
are complementing the data on which computational methods rely by increasing
the functional diversity of protein sequences for which the structure has been
determined, an increasing number of protein structures are being experimen-
tally determined while their function is still unknown. In these cases, function
can sometimes be predicted by using the structure rather than the sequence of
the protein. Nevertheless, the scarcity of experimentally solved protein struc-
tures means that most function prediction is carried out by comparing protein
sequences, and the recent substantial growth in complete genome sequences is
making these methods more powerful. In particular, family-based methods that
exploit sequence clustering can be extremely valuable in providing information
on the variation in functional properties across a family. For this reason, there is
considerable activity today trying to bridge the gap between protein sequence,
structure and function. The integration between these diﬀerent aspects of the
analysis of protein structure and function aims to develop better tools for func-
tion prediction.
Contacts between protein residues constrain protein folding and characterize
diﬀerent protein structures. Therefore, prediction of residue contacts in proteins
is an interesting problem whose solution may be useful in protein folding recogni-
tion and de novo design. In the last years, small-world behavior has been exten-
sively described for proteins, when they are represented by the undirected graph
deﬁned by the inter-residue protein contacts. By adopting this representation it
was possible to compute the average clustering coeﬃcient (C) and characteristic
path length (L) of protein structures, and their values were found to be similar
to those of graphs characterized by small-world topology. Analyzing a large set
of non-redundant protein structures, I showed that the small-world behaviour of
inter-residue contact graphs is conditioned by the backbone connectivity. Indeed,
by randomly mimicking the protein collapse, the covalent structure of the protein
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chain signiﬁcantly contributes to the small-world behaviour of the inter-residue
contact graphs. When protein graphs are generated, imposing constraints similar
to those induced by the backbone connectivity, their characteristic path lengths
and clustering coeﬃcients are indistinguishable from those computed using the
real contact maps showing that L and C values cannot be used for “protein ﬁn-
gerprinting”. Moreover I veriﬁed that these results are independent of the selected
protein representations, residue composition and protein secondary structures.
In a second part of my work I focused on a particular class of protein struc-
tures, coiled-coils. The coiled-coil is a widespread protein structural motif known
to mediate a variety of fundamental biological interactions. For this reason, rec-
ognizing a coiled-coil sequence and locating its coiled-coil domains is a key step
towards the determination of the protein structure and function. The prediction
of coiled-coil domains is a twofold issue: a predictive method should be able both
to identify the proteins that contain coiled-coil segments in a given set of pro-
tein sequences (or in proteomes) and to predict the number and the location of
coiled-coil domains in a protein chain. With this aim I developed a speciﬁc Hidden
Markov Model (CCHMM PROF) that, starting from the evolutionary informa-
tion derived from multiple sequence alignments, is able to recognize coiled-coil
proteins and to locate the coiled-coil segments on the sequences. This new method
discriminates coiled-coil sequences with accuracy of 94% and achieves a True Pos-
itive Rate of 71% with only 1% of False Positives. Furthermore when analyzing
the localization of coiled-coil segments in protein sequences, the method reaches
an accuracy value at the residue level of 81% and a best per-segment and per-
protein eﬃciency of 81% and 86%, respectively. The per-segment and per-protein
indices were proposed as a part of a more complete scoring framework in order
to have a robust evaluation of the method performances. The development of
accurate computational methods for coiled-coil prediction can drive experiments
towards the de-novo design of ad-hoc coiled-coil structures and my results indi-
cate that the CCHMM PROF outperforms all the existing programs and that it
can be adopted for large-scale genome annotation.
Protein sequence annotation is a major challenge in the post-genomic era and
thanks to the availability of complete genomes and proteomes, protein annotation
has recently taken invaluable advantage from large-scale genome comparisons. In
the last part of my work, I devised a new non-hierarchical clustering procedure
characterized by a metric which ensures a reliable transfer of function between re-
lated proteins even in the case of multi-domain and distantly related proteins. The
method takes advantage of the comparative analysis of 599 completely sequenced
genomes, both from prokaryotes and eukaryotes and of a GO and PDB/SCOP
mapping over the computed clusters. The statistical validation of the method
demonstrated that the proposed clustering technique captures the essential in-
formation shared between homologous and distantly related protein sequences.
By this, uncharacterized proteins can be safely annotated by inheriting the an-
notation of the cluster and I showed that some 50% of the considered protein
sequences can safely inherit a validated function. For further validate the proce-
dure, the annotation of some other 201 genomes was blindly tested, aligning their
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sequences against the computed clusters. Most of the Uniprot annotation, that
include 13% of the set, is retrieved. The proposed system increases the amount
of annotated sequences of another 37%, indicating that the method fully exploits
the sequence to function and to structure information, as it is recovered from the
presently available reference data bases.
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